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ABSTRACT

Trends in Western life expectancy since the 1800's reflect an 

increasing control of infectious diseases and an increasing prominence 

of degenerative diseases. Theoretical conceptions of the process under

lying ■this change in the cause of death structure tend to concentrate on 

the factors contributing to the control of infectious diseases. Whether - 

the process involved was the same in developing nations as in the West, 

or different, and whether the process was primarily due to medical tech

nology , primarily due to socioeconomic advance, or both at different 

times are unresolved issues. The purpose of this dissertation is to 

present and evaluate a mathematical model of trends in life expectancy 

which is derived from assumptions of the consequences of socioeconomic 

modernization.

Socioeconomic modernization implies more than structural changes 

such as increased division of labor, specialization, and role segrega

tion. These structural changes produce technological innovations as a 

by-product, either through importation or internal production. Socio

economic modernization also implies cultural changes, e.g., changes in 

patterns of consumption of the commodities introduced by technological 

change. Innovation accumulation and use diffusion are thus assumed to 

be the underlying processes determining the rate of change in life expec

tancy. Societal crises, e.g., wars, depressions, may interrupt these 

processes resulting in temporary slowdowns in the rate of increase in
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life expectancy. In addition some innovations may have lagged negative 

effects on life expectancy. The model thus attempts to explain the in

creasing prominence of degenerative diseases as well as the increasing 

control of infectious diseases. Finally, the model accounts for the 

effect of the age structure of mortality on the rate of increase in life 

expectancy.

The model is evaluated using data on male and female life expec

tancy at birth and at age twenty in ten Western nations from 1840 to 

1975. Plots of the observed life expectancies versus those predicted by 

the model show that the model describes trends in life expectancy quite 

well, but systematic deviations from the model exist for males in 

Scandanavia and the Netherlands in the post-1960?s. Male life expectan

cy leveled off abruptly in these nations during this time period. While 

factors such as stress, diet, and cigarette consumption operate at a 

biological level to increase the incidence of degenerative diseases, 

medical technology may intervene to compensate for these factors. Inter

national variations in the fit of the model may thus reflect variations 

in availability and/or use of medical technologies.

Contrary to the conclusions of previous demographic work, the 

societal crises of the first half of the twentieth century are found to 

affect significantly the rate of change in life expectancy. This effect 

is observed in both belligerent and non-belligerent nations for both age 

and sex categories under consideration. The generality-of this finding 

supports the assumption that socioeconomic factors underlie trends in 

life expectancy.



The parameter estimates indicate that there were abrupt in

creases in adult life expectancy in most nations after World War 11. 

Previous research into changes in the cause of death structure indicates 

these abrupt increases were due to declines in adult infectious diseases. 

Since the technology responsible for these declines in infectious causes 

of death was not developed indigenously but was imported from other na

tions , this finding supports the theoretical conception that the under

lying processes of mortality decline are the same in developed and 

developing nations.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Theoretical conceptions of the causal mechanisms underlying 

mortality levels fall into two broad categories— conceptions viewing 

economic factors as the major, if not sole, causal mechanism (Malthusian 

theory) and conceptions viewing non-economic factors, e.g., climate, har

vest fluctuations, epidemics, medical and public technology, as the major 

factors determining mortality levels. As Loschky (1976) points out, this 

theoretical debate hinges largely on the issue of what is "economic."

Most demographers take the position that the control of infec

tious diseases in Western nations was a result of economic factors (i.e., 

improved levels of living) until the late 1800’s, when medical and public 

health technologies became an independent determinant. Goldscheider 

(1971:124) points out, however, that this technology was itself a by

product of socioeconomic modernization. The rapid declines in mortality 

in the developing nations between 1930 and I960 was a consequence of 

medical and public health technology. Since this technology was bor

rowed from the Western nations rather than an internal by-product of 

socioeconomic modernization, it is generally agreed that the underlying 

processes in developing nations differs from that in the West; that is, 

the underlying process in developing nations is not seen as economic.

Preston (1976:81), on the other hand, argues that the borrowing 

of technology is not unique to the developing nations. More developed



nations also engaged in the importation of technology in the late 1880’s 

and again in the period 1930 to I960. He therefore rejects the notion 

that the underlying process differs in developed and developing nations. 

He further argues that "If medical research in country A is facilitated 

by a larger national income and leads to mortality reductions in country 

B, income has influenced mortality. But neither country's mortality has 

been directly affected by its own income" (Preston, 1976:75).

Loschky (1976) proposes that mortality levels are a function of 

supply and demand. Goods consumed may be divided into three general 

classes: (1) goods which decrease mortality, e.g., food and drugs;

(2) goods which have no effect on mortality, e.g., ob.iets d'art: and

(3) goods which increase mortality, e.g., tobacco and alcohol. The man

ner in which these goods affect mortality is a biological question. The 

reasons for consumptive patterns is a sociological question and explana

tions for "changes in relative consumptive levels through supply and 

demand as well as explanations for technical change" are economic ques

tions (Loschky, 1976:449). Thus Loschky argues that the underlying pro

cess determining mortality levels is economic in nature, for "[w]hen 

technological change introduces a new commodity, such as improved medical 

care based on novel and more powerful theories of human health, then we 

would expect to identify a new consumptive-mortality relationship falling 

into either class one, two, or three" (Loschky, 1976:449).

Conceptualizing mortality levels as a function of socioeconomic 

modernization has important theoretical implications for the study of 

trends in life expectancy. Socioeconomic modernization implies more



than structural change such as increased division of labor, specializa

tion, and role segregation, changes which gradually result in higher 

levels of living through increased ability to consume. These structural 

changes may also produce technological innovations as a by-product, ei

ther through importation or internal production. Socioeconomic modern

ization also implies personal and cultural changes, e.g., changes in 

values, in ways of thinking, in aspirations (Goldscheider, 1971:94-96). 

That is, the cultural/personal dimension implies changes in consumptive 

patterns toward a willingness to accept and regularly consume new com

modities introduced by technological change. Thus, viewing mortality 

levels as a function of socioeconomic modernization focuses attention 

on sociological factors as well as economic factors while assuming a bio

logical relationship between the consumption of commodities and mortality.

While the specification of mathematical equations to describe 

certain demographic functions has received considerable attention (e.g., 

age distribution of entry into marriage [Hernes, 1972], cohort fertility 

by parity [Pitcher , 1978], age distribution of mortality [Makeham, i860]), 

relatively little attention has previously been given to specifying . 

mathematical equations to describe trends in life expectancy. There have 

been only two attempts at a mathematical specification of trends in life 

expectancy.

Hart and Hertz (1944) show that trends in Western life expectancy 

at birth between 1840 and 1930 can be described by a logistic equation.

But their research is merely an exercise in curve fitting; they do not 

present a set of theoretical assumptions relative to the underlying pro

cesses of mortality from which the logistic equation may be derived.
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Hamblin, Jacobsen, and Miller (1973) provide a theoretical model 

explaining the tendency of trends in life expectancy to follow a logistic 

equation. This model assumes that the accumulation of medical technolo

gies is the underlying process determining the rate of change in life 

expectancyo They also present an alternative equation to describe trends 

in life expectancy— the exponential equation— which they fit to "epochs" 

of the rate of change in life expectancy. This equation is assumed to 

reflect either a wider process of innovation accumulation which includes 

non-medical technology or a process of use diffusion.

The purpose of this study is to present a theoretical model of 

trends in life expectancy which is based on the consequences of socio

economic modernization. The model is mathematical and is derived, in 

part, on the basis of previous empirical work on the exponential pro

cesses of innovation accumulation and use diffusion originally proposed 

by Hamblin et al.

One explanation of the relative paucity of mathematical models 

of trends in life expectancy may lie in the disenchantment of demogra

phers with life expectancy as a demographic measure. Life expectancy is 

an aggregate measure of the level of mortality and thus conceals the age 

structure of mortality. Age-specific life expectancies are generally as 

available as life expectancy at birth, but analyzing changes in mortality 

by age categories is accomplished more easily using age-specific mortality 

rates. Demographers have thus been more interested in examining changes 

in age-specific mortality and changes in the cause of death structure 

than in changes in life expectancy. While the use of age-specific mor

tality rates is quite valuable in furthering our understanding of the
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biological nature of trends in mortality, the present study focuses on 

socioeconomic factors which affect the mortality experience of a broad 

range of ages. The effects of changes in these factors on mortality are 

more likely to be evident in the cumulative, experience as recorded in life 

expectancies than in mortality rates for narrow ranges of the life span.

In the next chapter, previous research into the nature of trends 

in mortality, the determinants of these trends and previous attempts to 

model these trends are presented. The mathematical model proposed herein 

is then derived in Chapter 3 and evaluated in Chapter 4.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Trends in Life Expectancy: Previous Research

Empirical studies of life expectancy have taken many forms. In 

descriptive studies, changes in life expectancy are discussed in terms of 

absolute or percentage gains over a given time period. In other studies, 

life expectancy is used as a control variable and the age structure of 

mortality or the cause-of-death structure is examined within a given level 

of life expectancy. Studies of sex differentials in mortality and life 

expectancy employ both techniques. Regardless of the method employed, 

demographers generally acknowledge the existence of distinct world regions 

with regard to changes in life expectancy.

Descriptive Studies

The classic study of trends in life expectancy between the 1840's 

and 1940's was done by Stolnitz (1955). He delineates three world regions 

with regard to changes in life expectancy—»the West, South-Central-Eastern 

Europe (hereafter referred to as SCEE) and Latin America-Africa-Asia. 

Because his conclusions with regard to Latin America-Africa-Asia are nec

essarily tentative, given the paucity of data available in the 1940*s, 

attention will be focused herein on his examination of the West and SCEE.

The West. The rise in life expectancy in the West from the 1840*s 

to the 1940's was probably 50 percent greater than that of the previous

6



2,000 years, the median increase being approximately 25 years. Propor

tionate increases were not experienced uniformly over the entire century, 

however. The largest national gain in life expectancy at birth between 

the I840*s and 1860’s was only about three years, and short-run declines 

in life expectancy were frequent before 1900. Between the 1900’s and the 

1940’s, only France experienced repeated short-run declines. Stolnitz 

(1955:31) notes, "Interestingly, the two world wars had remarkably little 

effect on trends in longevity for either sex. Nearly all of the Western 

belligerent nations, including France, experienced increases in the 

191 O's-1920’s or 1930’5-1940’s which compare favourably with the trends 

in the ’more normal’ 1920’s-1930’s."

Nor was the magnitude of the increases constant over the life 

cycle. The rise in life expectancy at birth was about twice that of 

young adults (age 15), which in turn was about twice that of middle-aged 

adults (age 45). The ratio was somewhat lower (1.7) between middle-aged 

and older adults (age 60)„ The greatly increased probability of surviv

ing to middle age altered the age structure of mortality. In the 1840’s 

about one-fourth of each new cohort died before age 10 and one-half died 

before age 45. By, 1940, three-fourths of each new cohort survived beyond 

age 60 (Stolnitz, 1955:28).

In addition, international differences in life expectancy within 

the West declined between the 1900’s and 1940's. Generally, the coun

tries with the lowest survival levels in 1900 experienced the greatest 

increases and vice versa. Furthermore, this was true of all four age 

categories mentioned above. Stolnitz considers this latter pattern



impressive, since "The countries which can be identified as having had 

relatively high or low survival chances at the turn of the century often 

shifted from age to age" (1955:35)- For example, in England and Wales 

ages 0-9 had relatively low survival chances at the turn of the century, 

but ages 10-30 had relatively high survival chances. This age pattern 

was reversed in Norway. In summary, Stolnitz reports a convergence of 

both the level and age structure of mortality among nations in the West.

SCEE. Data available indicate that this region also experienced 

impressive gains in longevity. Life expectancy at birth in SCEE was 

usually lower than that of the lowest quartHe of countries in the West, 

however. At ages 15, 45, and 60 the differences in life expectancy be

tween the two regions was less, but few SCEE populations had age-specific 

life expectancies greater than the corresponding median life expectancies 

in the West.

Rather than compare SCEE and Western increases during the same 

absolute time periods, Stolnitz compares increases in longevity at com

parable stages in "vital history." That is, he compares how long it took 

life expectancy at birth to increase from say 40 to 50 years in SCEE 

populations to the time it took to achieve the same increase in Western 

populations. With this technique he is able to show that life expectan

cies in SCEE began to catch up with those in the West in the 1930’s. He 

cautions, however, that his data were probably not representative of the 

region since longevity measures for communist countries, when available, 

are generally not reliable after the 1930’s.

At comparable stages of vital history, life expectancy in SCEE 

generally increased at a faster rate than in the West, at least during



peaceful times. This difference in the rate of increase in life expec

tancy between the two regions varied by age and sex, however. Females 

in SCEE experienced gains in life expectancy at all ages that were as 

large, if not larger, than the largest gains in the West. Males expe

rienced similarly large gains in life expectancy at birth, but gains in 

male life expectancy at ages 15 to 60 years in SCEE were distributed 

throughout the range of gains in the West.

Finland was an exception to these trends. Life expectancy de

clined in that country in the late nineteenth century, and in the early 

part of the twentieth century there were other declines. Stolnitz at

tributes these later declines to the effects of the two world wars. 

Moreover, Finland was the only country whose gains in both male and fe

male life expectancy were smaller than those in Western nations.

Later Trends. Studies of life expectancy in Europe from 1950 

to 1970 reveal that life expectancy continued to improve, though at vary

ing rates. Benjamin (1974) distinguishes three categories of European 

nations based on the amount of change experienced. (1) Nations which 

had already achieved high levels of life expectancy by 1950— England and 

Wales, Denmark, Greece, German Democratic Republic, Netherlands, Norway 

and Sweden— showed only slight improvement (4% of the life table death 

rate). (2) Both Western and SCEE nations such as Austria, Belgium,

France, German Federal Republic, Switzerland, Italy, Hungary, and Finland, 

experienced intermediate gains (6-7%). (3) Some nations, such as

Yugoslavia and Spain, experienced large gains (17%).

In nations with a life expectancy at birth of 65 or more, the 

gains experienced in this 20-year period occurred primarily in the 1950’s
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and they were largely the result of further reductions in infant mortal

ity (World Health Organization, 1974).

Age-specific death rates continued to decline between 1950 and 

1970, but not all ages in all nations. Generally the declines were 

smaller for middle-aged and older men than for younger males. In fact, 

death rates for middle-aged and older men actually increased in some 

nations. Although females had lower death rates than males at all ages, 

the rates for middle-aged and older women in some nations failed to im

prove during the late 1960’s, e.g., in Sweden, Netherlands, and United 

Kingdom (Benjamin, 1974:29).

Studies with Life Expectancy as a Control Variable

Life expectancy at birth is an aggregative index of mortality, 

i.e., the mean of the age distribution of life table deaths. Consequent-
i

ly, the age pattern of deaths is obscured. In other words, life expec

tancy is an indicator of mortality level. but it says nothing about 

mortality structure. Within a given mortality level several mortality 

structures are possible. Mortality structures, when they are generali

zations of age patterns derived from empirical data, are known as model 

life tables. Numerous demographers have attempted to delineate a set of 

model life tables (e.g., Notestein, Taeuber, Kirk et al., 1944; United 

Nations, 1955; Coale and Demeny, 1966; Brass and Coale, 1968). For in

stance, Coale and Demeny locate four "families" of life tables in Europe 

— "North," "South," "East," and "West." In addition, Brass and Coale 

(1968) postulate a unique family of life tables in Africa.
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Within each family, the age pattern of mortality varies system

atically with mortality level. In general, "as mortality levels improve, 

the largest absolute declines in mortality occur at ages under 5 and over 

65; the largest proportionate declines occur between ages 1 and 20" 

(Preston, 1976:90). Thus, Western nations have moved from a situation of 

large age differentials in survivorship toward one in which almost every

one dies at the same age (Keyfitz* 1977:65). Schoen explains, "This com

pression of the great bulk of deaths into a narrow range of ages means 

that the expectation of life at birth has become increasingly insensi

tive to changes in mortality at many ages" (1976:238). He shows that 

at high levels of life expectancy, the amount of change in the age distri

bution of death rates necessary to increase life expectancy by a given 

amount is much greater than at lower levels of life expectancy. That is, 

because life expectancy is calculated as the algebraic mean of the age 

distribution of life table deaths, it is more difficult to attain large 

shifts in the mean age at death when the age distribution of deaths is 

concentrated within a narrow range than it is when the age distribution 

of deaths is spread out over a wider range. Increases in life expectancy 

may thus appear to level off at high levels of life expectancy despite a 

continuing change in the age distribution.

Even more important in understanding the underlying processes in

volved in life expectancy trends is the cause-of-death structure of mor

tality. Since Preston and his colleagues are the pioneers in this area, 

their work is summarized here.

The data used by Preston (1976) are not the same as those used by 

Stolnitz (1955) and others (World Health Organization, 1974; Benjamin,
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1974) discussed previously. Preston and his colleagues derive an itera

tive procedure to correct bias due to the fact that "in an increasing 

population the number of persons falls off from age to age more rapidly 

than does the stationary population of the life table" (Preston, Keyfitz, 

and Schoen, 1973:83)< They use this iterative procedure to calculate age- 

standardized death rates in 165 populations from 43 nations (18 Western 

nations, 13 SCEE nations, and 14 nations from Latin America-Africa-Asia). 

By regressing the death rates from all causes combined on the death rates 

from 11 specific cause-of-death categories, Preston (1.976:19) estimates 

the amount each particular cause-of-death category contributed to the 

overall decline in death rates.

He finds that the decline in deaths due to influenza/pneumonia/ 

bronchitis contributed the most (about 25 percent) to the decline in 

deaths from all included causes. Another 10 percent was due to diarrheal 

diseases. These two categories primarily affected the death rates of 

children under 5. Another 10 percent of the decline in deaths from all 

included causes was attributable to respiratory tuberculosis, and 15 per

cent to other well-defined infectious and parasitic diseases. Thus, 

approximately 60 percent of the overall decline in death rates was due 

to the decline in deaths from infectious diseases.

One surprising result is that cardiovascular diseases appear 

equal in importance to influenza/pneumonia/bronchitis and to the combi

nation of tuberculosis and other infectious and parasitic diseases in 

explaining mortality declines. Preston (1976:27) suggests that this may 

be due to the fact that some previously prevalent cardiovascular diseases 

were infectious in origin and that other infectious diseases may have
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precipitated cardiovascular problems. Alternatively, similar environmen

tal factors may have been responsible for the high incidence of both car

diovascular and infectious diaseses.

Controlling for level of mortality, but not region, Preston .re

gresses death rates for each included cause on the death rates for all 

causes combined and concludes, "In general, the causes responsible for 

mortality decline do not appear to vary substantially over the range of 

mortality which we are observing" (1976:30). When dummy variables were 

added to control for the Coale-Demeny regions, only 40 percent of the 

dummy coefficients were significant. Even fewer of the dummy coefficients 

(27 percent) were significant when only the six leading causes of death 

were examined.

Diarrheal disease was the cause of death with the most consistent 

regional differences. Deaths due to this causes were higher than average 

in Southern and Eastern Europe as well as in non-European areas, when 

mortality level was controlled. Preston suggests that warm climates, 

nutritional standards, and female literacy may explain this regional 

variation in deaths due to diarrheal, diseases.

Overseas European countries had higher than expected death rates 

from cardiovascular diseases and from violence. In both cases, Preston 

attributes the deviations to environmental factors: cigarette consump

tion in the case of cardiovascular disease, and increased auto accidents 

in the ease of violence. Northern' and Western Europe experienced high 

death rates from respiratory tuberculosis and from influenza/pneumonia/ 

bronchitis. While climatic conditions were blamed for the higher inci

dence of influenza/pneumonia/bronchitis, no explanation of the higher
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tuberculosis rates was given. Non-European and overseas European popula

tions had higher death rates from maternal causes, probably due to higher 

fertility levels. Finally, death rates from other infectious and parasit

ic diseases did not differ significantly among regions.

Preston also examines the question of whether the mortality struc

ture has changed over time and if so whether the change was continuous or 

occurred abruptly after 1935— the year sulfa drugs were discovered. He 

finds that over time, "infectious and parasitic diseases . . . made a 

smaller and smaller contribution to a particular level of overall mortali

ty" (1976:42). He interprets this to mean that the rate of progress was 

faster in combating infectious and parasitic diseases than it was in com

bating other important contributors to mortality. Generally this change 

in mortality structure was continuous. There was, however, an abrupt 

decrease in respiratory tuberculosis deaths after 1935, as well as an 

abrupt decrease among males in deaths due to infectious respiratory 

diseases, i.e., influenza, bronchitis and pneumonia.

Diarrheal diseases, on the other hand, have made an increasingly 

larger relative contribution to a given level of mortality. This trend 

may be an artifact of sampling more non-European populations at the later 

time periods. Cardiovascular diseases and neoplasms also contributed a 

greater amount over time to the mortality structure, at least for males, 

and this change occurred abruptly after 1935. There was no such trend 

for females with regard to neoplasms and the trend for cardiovascular 

diseases was much weaker. These sex differentials will be discussed more 

fully in the following section.
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In summary, Preston's analyses of trends in the cause of death 

structure within levels of life expectancy (or mortality) illustrate that 

at higher levels of life expectancy (or lower levels of mortality), there 

is a substitution of causes of death; larger numbers of the population 

survive infectious and parasitic diseases (including tuberculosis and 

diarrhea) only to die of degenerative diseases such as cardiovascular 

diseases or neoplasms»

Sex Differentials

Since 1840 life expectancy has increased significantly for both 

sexes, but females have generally benefitted more than males, and the sex 

differential has increased in the twentieth century (Stolnitz, 1956; 

Verbrugge, 1976; Retherford, 1975:3; Preston, 1976:144; Schoen, 1976). 

Retherford (1975:12-13) argues this increase has occurred so rapidly that 

it cannot be attributed to changes in genetic codes and environmental 

factors have been primarily responsible.^ These can be identified in-

1. Even though changes in genetic codes could not have significant
ly contributed to the observed changes in the sex differential in life 
expectancy, it is still possible for sex related genetic factors to be 
significant contributors. Suppose that the sexes differ in their re
sponses to certain causes of death. Suppose further that these causes 
of death are associated with older age groups. Then if few people lived 
long enough to die from these causes, they would not be important causes 
of death. But if the causes of death which led to lower life expectancy 
were suddenly eliminated, then such a widening of the sex differential 
might occur on the basis of genetic factors associated with sex.

Retherford (1975:15) addresses this possibility by noting that,
"A substantial number of studies show that females are protected from 
atherosclerosis until menopause by estrogen hormones," and he further 
recognizes (with Enterline [1961]) that medical technology has "worked 
to the relative benefit of females" (1975:13) via declines in maternal 
mortality and cancer of the reproductive organs. Nonetheless, he still 
takes the position that changes in environmental factors are primarily 
responsible for recent trends in sex differentials in mortality.



directly by examining changes in the cause-of-death and age structure 

of mortality for males and females. First, however, the nature of the 

sex differentials will be described.

Sex differentials in life table measures have not always favored 

females. There is some evidence that a female advantage in age-specific 

death rates depends on urbanization and modernization (Preston, 1976: 

141-159). Nonetheless, Stolnitz (1956) shows that with regard to age- 

specific survival rates, the female advantage in Europe before 1930 was 

not as pervasive as commonly thought and that a male advantage was not 

confined to the child-bearing years. When he examined age-specific life 

expectancies rather than age-specific survival rates, however, he found 

that the female advantage was 11 almost universal" in the West during the 

I840,s to 1940's (Stolnitz, 1956:24). Between 1930 and 1950 this sex 

differential favoring female longevity increased steadily. SCEE followed 

a similar, but lagged, pattern.

Variations bv Age. Although female life expectancies exceeded 

male life expectancies between the 1840's and 1940's, the magnitude of 

the differences in life expectancy varied with age-specific measures. In 

addition, the age pattern of these sex differentials varied over time.

According to Stolnitz (1956), for most of the nineteenth century

the largest difference in female and male life expectancy in the West
Poccurred at birth. This peak difference was followed by a sharp drop

pUnfortunately, Stolnitz does not provide the statistics which 
led him to this conclusion. He only provides graphs of the typical age 
patterns and the values in these graphs are expressed as index numbers 
with the difference between male and female life expectancy at birth 
equal to 100.
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in the magnitude of the sex differential in life expectancy at early 

childhood (ages 1-14), a gradual rise in the adult years (15-40), and a 

steady decline to age 70. Sweden and Norway were exceptions to this 

Western pattern, however. In Sweden the decrease in the sex differential 

in early childhood was not as sharp as in other Western countries; there

fore, the increases leading to the secondary, adult peak in the magnitude 

of the differential were smaller. In Norway, the sex differential con

tinually declined at all ages.

Between 1900 and 1930 all three patterns occurred frequently in 

the West. From the 1930's to the 1940's the predominant pattern was con

tinually declining differentials.

This sequential trend of age patterns in sex differences of life

expectancy was much the same in SCEE except that it was lagged. The modal
- ' \ ' pattern of the ninteenth-century West predominated in SCEE until 1930,

when age patterns resembling those of Sweden and Norway became increas

ingly predominant (Stolnitz, 1956). Thus, between 1840 and 1950 sex 

differentials in both the West and SCEE progressed toward an age pattern 

of continually declining differentials.

It should be emphasized that these are trends in sex differentials 

in life expectancy. Stolnitz's data indicate that regardless of region 

or time period, sex differences in age-specific survival rates "drop 

sharply from age 0 to the early childhood years and begin a fairly sus

tained rise somewhere in the young or middle-aged period" (1956:29-30).

Retherford (1975) examined the relative contribution of 20-year 

age intervals to the difference between male and female age-standardized 

death rates in England and Wales, New Zealand, and the United States.
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Between 1910 and 1965 the contribution of ages 0-19 to the sex mortality 

differential in these countries decreased steadily with a corresponding 

increase in the contribution of ages 60-79. Ages 20-39 produced a slight, 

and ages 40-59? a substantial increase in the sex mortality differential.^

Variation by Cause of Death. Retherford (1975:28-30) concludes 

that the decline in infectious and parasitic diseases was primarily re

sponsible for the decline in sex mortality differentials for ages 0-19. 

Since infectious and parasitic diseases previously affected all age cat

egories, the decline in this cause of death probably decreased the sex 

differential at all ages. Nonetheless, factors that tended to increase 

sex-related mortality were concentrated at later ages and consequently 

reversed the direction of change in the adult years.

Retherford found a slight increase in the sex mortality differ

ential for ages 20-39, the result of counteracting changes in the cause- 

of-death structure. On the one hand, maternal mortality and cancer of 

the reproductive organs declined while male mortality from motor vehicle 

accidents increased. These factors tended to increase the sex differen

tial. On the other hand, male mortality from industrial accidents 

declined. This decline, coupled with the decline in infectious and 

parasitic diseases, almost equaled the effects of the factors tending 

to increase the sex differential. Thus, the net effect was a slight in

crease in the sex mortality differential for ages 20-39.

The trend of increasing sex mortality differentials after age 40 

was primarily due to a differential incidence of cardiovascular-renal

o
-'These results also held when sex differences in age-specific 

life expectancies were examined.



disease and cancer. Cigarette consumption, which is greater among men 

than among women, was blamed for the increased incidence of cardiovas

cular diseases and cancer.

Relative.to other causes of death and other age categories, the 

overall increase in sex differentials in the twentieth century was due 

primarily to an increase in cardiovascular-renal diseases and cancer 

among men aged 50 and over. Cigarette consumption was the primary exter

nal factor contributing to the increase of degenerative diseases, though 

diet, exercise and stress levels were also contributing factors 

(Retherford, 1975:29). In addition, the higher estrogen levels of pre

menopausal women appear to provide some protection against coronary heart 

disease (Preston, 1976:125).

Preston (1976:131-135) reaches a similar conclusion in his analy

sis of 165 populations.^ In terms of the aggregate contribution of in

dividual causes of death to sex mortality differentials, cardiovascular 

disease and neoplasms ranked above all other specific disease categories. 

Both of these categories, as well as influenza/pneumonia/bronchitis 

(ranked fourth), are associated with the effects of smoking and thus 

higher male mortality. The. fifth-ranked cause, respiratory tuberculosis,

^Preston’s measure of the sex mortality differential in popula
tion j was computed as

Mj =
. _ _

:— 1 (F- - F) + M
L CTFj

where ML and F. are the male and female death rates from all cases com
bined in population j, and M and F are the mean values of Mj and Fj in 
the total sample, and and Op are the standard deviations of Mj and 
Fj in the sample. J j / .
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was associated with lower female mortality. While diarrheal diseases 

and other infectious and parasitic diseases were major causes of death 

-in these populations, they did not contribute significantly to sex dif

ferentials .

The sex mortality differential in England and Wales, New Zealand, -

and the United States did not increase continuously over the period 1910-

1965. It decreased in the period 1910-1930 and rose steadily thereafter.

A partial explanation of the anomalous decrease in the SMD [Sex 
Mortality Differential] over the period 1910-1930 might be that 
the effects of increases in cigarette smoking, which . . . ac
counted for almost half of the SMD in 1962 and three-quarters of 
its increase between 1910-1962 had not yet begun to be felt by 
1930. Cigarette consumption per capita in the US was quite low 
before World War I. It rose suddenly during that war, slightly 
more than doubled between 1915-1918, and then slightly more than 
doubled again between 1918-1930. . . . It seems likely that this 
rapid spread of the cigarette habit took place predominantly
among men in their late teens and twenties, so that the bulk of
those who acquired the cigarette habit between 1915 and 1940 did
not begin to feel significantly the effects of cigarette smoking
on coronary heart disease, lung cancer, and chronic respiratory 
diseases until after age 40, which for these men was subsequent 
to 1930 (Retherford, 1975:56).

Analysis of more recent data has indicated different trends in 

different countries. In the United States sex mortality differentials

continued to increase through 1972 (Verbrugge, 1976). On the other hand,

sex mortality differentials appeared to narrow in some European countries, 

but not because male mortality declined. This narrowing was due to the 

slowing in the rate of improvement of female survival mentioned previous

ly (Benjamin, 1974). In both cases life style patterns, particularly

smoking, were blamed for these trends.

These previous studies of life expectancy and mortality trends 

are important tools in evaluating a mathematical model of trends in life



expectancy. For instance, they suggest that such a model should be sig

moid in nature since increases in life expectancy are rather small during 

the periods 1840 to 1900 and 1950 to 1970 relative to the increase be

tween 1900 and 1950. Furthermore, these studies suggest the types and 

the nature of variations to be expected„ Variations should exist for 

age-specific trends in life expectancy with increases at the older ages 

being smaller during, at least, the earlier periods. Variations are also 

to be expected by sex, with the increases for males between 1950 and 1970 

being smaller than those for females. Finally, international and, in 

some cases regional, differences in the age and sex variations are to be 

expected. The studies of trends in the cause of death structure are 

also important in helping to explain the biological factors contributing 

to these variations.

Trends in Life Expectancy; Determinants .

The general consensus among demographers is that trends in life 

expectancy over the past two centuries reflect increasing control of in

fectious diseases as well as increasing prominence of man-made and de

generative diseases (e.g., heart disease, cancer). Cigarette smoking was 

discussed in the previous section as the primary determinant of the in

creased prominence of degenerative diseases. Control of infectious dis

eases is thought to be the result of a variety of environmental, economic, 

social and cultural factors, but there is no consensus as to the relative 

importance of any particular one.^ Some representative viewpoints will 

be discussed below.

-*For a discussion of the actual linkages between the factors and 
infectious diseases, see The Determinants and Consequences of Population 
Trends (United Nations, 1973:142-156).
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According to Stolnitz (1955:28), factors contributing to the de

cline in mortality are usually divided into two broad categories: (1)

rising levels of living, including income, nutrition, housing, literacy; 

and (2) other technological advances, including medical science, public 

health, and sanitation. This dichotomy supposedly distinguishes between 

the health opportunities of individuals and the health opportunities 

that can be realized only through organization by the community or gov

ernment. He concludes that private and public factors were not equally 

important in mortality trends from 1840-1940 in the. West.

The main causes . . . were of a rather narrowly technical kind, 
the influence of overall socio-economic conditions being com
paratively secondary. Whatever may have been the earlier inter
relations between income or productivity and the technological 
factors specifically affecting disease control, the latter had 
acquired sufficient momentum by 1870-1875 to have become in 
effect autonomous. Within a very broad range of variation in 
economic well-being, certainly extending well below Western 
levels about 1875, the strategic determinants of future survival 
trends were medical research skills, new discoveries in related 
fields, and the development of community responsibility and or
ganization in public health. In brief, the suggested hypothesis 
is that the technical factors making for longer life by 1875 
could be reinforced only to a secondary degree by rises in levels 
of living (Stolnitz, 1955:32),

Goldscheider (1971:110-114) generally agrees with Stolnitz’s con

clusion, at least with regard to mortality changes in the late nineteenth 

and the twentieth centuries in Europe. According to Goldscheider, mor

tality declines in Europe were a result of socioeconomic modernization, 

but these changes occurred as a two-step process. Prior to the late nine

teenth century mortality began a slow but steady decrease as a result of 

improvements in the standard of living and food supplies, improvements 

that depended directly on socioeconomic modernization. Toward the end 

of the nineteenth century, the diffusion of medical breakthroughs and



public health measures increased the rate at which mortality declined. 

While these developments of the late nineteenth and the twentieth cen

turies were themselves by-products of the Industrial Revolution and thus 

socioeconomic development, their impact on the rate of mortality decline 

was greater than would be expected on the basis of the overall level of 

socioeconomic development considered alone.

Stolnitz (1955) attempted to justify his conclusions on the basis 

of developments after World War II in the developing countries. During 

the late 1940's and 1950’s, these regions experienced rapid mortality 

declines as a result of new disease control methods and the declines were 

usually not accompanied by significant changes in socioeconomic condi

tions.

Goldscheider (1971:11*0 argues that while Europe experienced 

mortality declines following the "socioeconomic development model," 

developing countries experienced mortality declines as a result of a 

"technological diffusion model." That is, "countries outside of the in

dustrialized nations, without undergoing any dramatic alterations or even 

slight improvements in their social and economic development, around 1930 

began to import medical and public health technologies that had developed 

slowly in Europe" (Goldscheider, 1971:114).

Arriaga (1970) made similar conclusions on the basis of mortality 

trends in Latin America between 1930 and I960. During the 1960’s the 

rate of decline slowed significantly in Latin America, however, and this 

led to a revision of Stolnitz’s hypothesis. This revision (World Health 

Organization, 1974) assumes that a "certain" rate of socioeconomic devel

opment is a prerequisite to rapid mortality declines. Governmental



structure, educational levels, communication networks, and administrative 

infrastructure are thus important variables in the initial stage of mor

tality decline. Once the process of mortality decline has begun as a 

consequence of improvements in levels of living, the diffusion of medical 

technology including public health measures, which in some cases are sup

ported and coordinated at the international level, greatly increases the 

rate at which mortality declines. Nonetheless, once life expectancy at 

birth has reached 55 to 60 years, social, political, and economic factors 

again become increasingly important. ”Availability and accessibility of

an efficient health service infrastructure and a vigorous health policy, 

together with overall progress in the socioeconomic field, then, deter

mine the extent and pace of further gains" (World Health Organization, 

1974:676).

McKeown (1976:152-154), on the other hand, rejects the idea that 

medical advances played an important role in mortality reductions in 

Europe, at least before 1935. After 1935, when sufphonamides and anti

biotics came into use, medical treatment played a larger role in reducing 

deaths. Before 1935, changes in the "environment” (e.g., food hygiene, 

public sanitation) resulted in reduced exposure to disease and improved 

nutrition, brought about by the agricultural revolution, resulted in 

greater resistance to infection.^

Preston (1976:82) notes, with respect to an earlier paper by 
McKeown (1965) that this conclusion was based on data from 1851-1860 to 
1891-1900. During that period life expectancy only increased six to 
seven years. Thus, Preston argues McKeown did not account for the 24- 
25 year increase during the twentieth century. Nonetheless, the conclu
sion reported above appears to have started to decline at least 100 years 
before the time periods considered in any of these studies, i.e.', 1720- 
1750 (Wrigley, 1969; Garr-Saunders, 1936).
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In addition to the two broad categories delineated by Stolnitz, 

Omran (1971) distinguishes another category--the ecobiological determi

nants of mortality. These "indicate the complex balance between disease 

agents, the level of hostility in the environment and the resistance of 

the host" (1971;520). Yet, he also states that "It is noteworthy that 

socioeconomic factors were the primary determinants" (1976:534). None

theless, Omran clearly sees sustained economic growth and the resulting 

social change as having played major roles in the reduction of mortality 

in Western countries. The "sanitary movement" of the late nineteenth 

century, medical advances and the public health movements of the twen

tieth century were secondary factors. In third world countries, on the 

other hand, he considers medical technology the significant factor in 

reducing mortality. Thus, while Stolnitz views mortality reductions in 

developed and developing countries as the result of similar processes, 

Omran and Goldscheider conclude that different processes were responsible 

in the developed and developing areas.

Kitagawa (1977), among others, considers it impossible to deter

mine which set of factors was the primary cause in mortality declines. 

According to the United Nations (1973?146) "data deficiencies, the im

precision of analytical tools, and the inherent difficulties resulting 

from the mutual interdependence of factors" make it impossible "to 

measure separately the effects of such diverse factors as improvements 

in nutrition, housing, environmental sanitation, personal hygiene, and 

medical knowledge and services, or the increasing health consciousness 

of the people."
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Preston (1976:75), who is less pessimistic, does attempt to 

separate the effects of economic and social progress on life expectancy 

from those of specific health measures. Using national income data from 

various populations (38 populations in the 1930’s and 57 in the 1960*s) 
he concludes that only about 16 percent of the increases in "world" life 

expectancy during this time period can be explained by per-capita nation

al income. Preston also rules out nutrition (as measured by caloric con

sumption) and adult literacy as major contributors to increases in life 

expectancy, though he does admit that they limit life expectancy. These 

conclusions must be considered with caution, however, since his data 

overrepresent Latin America-Africa-Asia.

Preston also rejects the "traditional wisdom" that mortality 

declines proceeded slowly in developed countries but rapidly in less 

developed countries because the latter imported medical techniques and 

personnel. In the first place, this conclusion is based on Stolnitz’s 

approach of comparing mortality declines between equivalent levels rather 

than between equivalent points in time. Preston argues the factors that 

contributed to spectacular mortality declines in underdeveloped popula

tions after the 1930's also contributed to significant declines in more 

developed populations. For example, France gained 13.7 years of life 

expectancy during the period 1930 to I960 while Indonesia gained 13.3 

years. Secondly, the importation of health technology was not unique to 

less developed populations. During the period 1930 to I960, "The nature 

of imported technology seems to have been predominantly broad gauged pub

lic health programs of insect control, environmental sanitation, health 

education, and maternal and child health services that transformed the
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mortality picture in less -developed areas, while it was primarily 

specific vaccines, antibiotics, and sulphanomides in more developed areas*' 

(Preston, 1976:81), The technology imported during the 1930’s to 1960’s 

by the developed populations was thus less conspicuous than that imported 

by the less developed populations. Furthermore, Preston argues the role 

of imported technology by Western populations in the late 1880’s has been 

underestimated.

To summarize, one issue concerning the determinants of the decline 

of mortality in general and the control of infectious diseases in partic

ular appears to be whether the processes involved were the same in under

developed populations as in the West, k second issue is whether the 

determinants were primarily technological, primarily due to socioeconomic 

advance, or both at different times.

The mathematical model to be derived in Chapter 3 assumes that 

socioeconomic advance is the basic determinant of trends in life expec

tancy since socioeconomic development determines a nation's ability to 

support an aggressive policy of internal innovation accumulation, includ

ing medical technology. Innovation accumulation may also be accomplished 

through the importation of technology, but the ability to implement this 

borrowed technology is not independent of socioeconomic advance.

Trends in Life Expectancy: Previous Mathematical Models

Changes in the age pattern of mortality were discussed previously. 

Numerous attempts have been made to construct a mathematical model that 

explains changes in mortality by age (Makeham, i860; Szilard, 1959; 

Strehler and Mildvan, I960; Sacher and Trucco, 1962), In addition, Brass



(1971) and Keyfitz (1977) attempt a mathematical model to describe the 

age structure of the survivorship function, but neither offers an under

lying theory for such a model. Only two attempts have been made to de

scribe trends in life expectancy mathematically.

Over 30 years ago, Hart and Hertz (1944) proposed life expectancy

as a valid and reliable index of social progress. Life expectancy, they

said, reflects general health conditions, including the effectiveness of

public and private health services, of poverty, government efficiency and

honesty, and the educational level of the population:

. . . high expectation rates reflect good working conditions, 
long life, relative freedom from bereavement, health, high 
scales of living, efficient government and effective education.

. Low expectation rates reflect early death, widespread bereave
ment, prevalence of disease, poverty, filth, vermin, political 
corruption, or inefficiency, and ignorance (Hart and Hertz, 
1944:610).

Hart and Hertz attempt to describe the nature of social progress during 

the century preceding 1930 by examining life expectancy.at birth from 

1840 to 1930 in seven populations (six Western European countries plus 

Massachusetts) and similar data for six other European populations (in

cluding Western and non-Western populations) from 1880 to 1930. They 

compare five models: (1) a random model with no trends; (2) a linear

model with an upward trend; (3) a normal ogive; (4) a Gompertz model; 

and (5) a logistic model with a parameter for estimating the lower limit 

of life expectancy. Hart and Hertz conclude that "the logistic curve is 

a true mathematical description of trends in life expectancy" (1944:617). 

The logistic curves they fit estimated the upper limit, or asymptote, of 

life expectancy at between 70 and 75 years.
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Although Hart and Hertz give no theoretical explanation for the 

tendency of life expectancy trends to follow a logistic model, their 

analysis has been placed within the framework of a theory of social 

change by Hamblin et al, (1973).

Hamblin et al. delineate several types of social change that can 

be described by mathematical functions. Three of these types are social 

change due to (1) accumulation of inventions through time, (2) adoption 

of inventions, and (3) use diffusion of inventions. They further dis

tinguish between two "processes" of innovation accumulation. In one, a 

single invention is modified or perfected. Since the number of feasible 

modifications of any one invention is limited, this process is described 

by a sigmoid curve— the logistic. This process is thus compatible with 

the notion that trends in life expectancy are due to the accumulation of 

medical inventions, specifically those involving the germ theory of con

tagious diseases. In the second process, a number of basic inventions 

are combined or "cross-fertilized," each combination producing a new 

invention. The number of combinations is unlimited; thus, exponential 

equations describe this process (Hamblin, et al., 1973:115-116).

If Hart and Hertz's conclusions are correct, life expectancy can 

be classified as a "single invention" innovation process, as opposed to 

a "cross-fertilization" process. There is a contradiction here, however. 

Hart and Hertz use trends in life expectancy as described by a logistic 

equation as an index of social progress, implying that socioeconomic ad

vancement underlies trends in life expectancy. Yet the theoretical frame

work of Hamblin et al. explicitly assumes that processes of innovation 

accumulation described by a logistic equation concern the perfection of
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a single innovation, such as medical technology to combat infectious 

diseases. In Chapter 5 an explanation of how this contradiction could 

arise is offered. Until then, the distinction made by Hamblin et al. 

will be accepted.

When Hamblin et al. fit a logistic equation to life expectancy 

data covering the period 1935 to 1965 they find: (1) solutions are often 

unattainable; (2) the upper limits of life expectancy vary considerably 

and are ridiculous when solutions are obtained; and (3) the residuals at 

the upper and lower extremes of the data vary systematically. They there

fore reject the single-innovation hypothesis, suggesting instead that 

life expectancy trends reflect an exponential use diffusion process or a 

cross-fertilization innovation process (Hamblin et al., 1973:146-148).

It should be noted that the logistic equation may be written as 

a two-parameter,, a three-parameter, or a four-parameter equation, depend

ing on the assumptions being made. For instance, if one assumes that the 

origin is zero and the asymptote is unity, as in the proportion of adopt

ers in a binary diffusion process (Coleman, Katz, and Menzel, 1966), 

then a two-parameter equation is appropriate. Hamblin et al. derive a 

three-parameter equation from their assumptions of the single innova

tion process and this is the form they use in their analysis. In the 

three-parameter equation the asymptote is explicitly assumed to be some 

non-unity value, and the origin is implicitly assumed to be zero. The 

latter is certainly not a valid assumption for life expectancy, unless 

the data are transformed, since life expectancy can never be zero.

There is no indication, however, that Hamblin et al. performed such a 

data transformation.
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Hart and Hertz (1944:613-614) use a four-parameter model, assum

ing the lower limit of life expectancy to be some non-zero value which 

they estimate. Hamblin et al. failed to obtain reasonable parameter es

timates for the logistic equation because they did not estimate a lower 

asymptote parameter or transform their data. The logistic equation 

(four-parameter form) cannot be dismissed as a mathematical description 

of the underlying trends in life expectancy on the basis of their analy

sis.

It was previously mentioned that Hamblin et al. suggest life ex

pectancy •trends may reflect a cross-fertilization innovation process or 

an exponential use diffusion process rather than a single-innovation 

process. Since both of these processes are described by exponential 

equations, Hamblin et al. fit exponential equations to their data and use 

"exponential epochs" to account for changes in the rate of increase in 

life expectancy. No predictable basis is given for when such epochs 

should begin or end, however. ,

In the following chapter a n e w  mathematical model of trends in 

life expectancy will be derived. This model is based on both cross- 

fertilization and use diffusion processes, but since the model is de

scribed by an asymmetrical sigmoid curve, the use of exponential epochs 

to account for changes in the rate of increase in life expectancy is 

unnecessary. .



CHAPTER 3

THE MODEL AND THE DATA

Trends in Life Expectancy; A New Model 

Since the debate over the relative importance of socioeconomic 

factors and medical technology in determining trends in life expectancy 

has not been resolved, the mathematical model of trends in life expec

tancy to be derived in this chapter will emphasize both socioeconomic 

factors and medical technology. This model is based on the theoretical 

framework of socioeconomic modernization. As discussed in the first part 

of this chapter,.socioeconomic modernization implies social structural 

changes that favor technological innovation as well as cultural changes 

that favor the diffusion of that technology. These two processes—  

innovation accumulation and diffusion— are the basis of the new model of 

trends in. life expectancy.

The Need for an Alternative Model

Hamblin et al. (1973:145-153) take the position that medical 

technology, in particular medical technology derived from the germ theory 

of contagious disease, has been the principal factor determining trends 

in life expectancy. While the decline of infectious diseases has certain

ly been the major contributing factor to mortality declines on a "world" 

basis, regional deviations in the contribution of certain causes of death 

to the overall decline in mortality discussed previously suggest that 

other factors have played an important role, at least in the West and in

.
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overseas European populations. Life style patterns associated with 

higher levels of socioeconomic development have been consistently noted 

as factors contributing to the deviations in the West (Preston, 1976:39, 

45). A model that takes these patterns into account should prove more 

successful than the ‘'medical technology" (logistic) model in describing 

trends in life expectancy. Because these life style effects have ap~ 

peered rather recently, it is expected that the new model's descriptive 

power will be particularly evident for recent years.

Socioeconomic Modernization

Goldscheider describes two dimensions— structural and cultural—  

in the process of modernization. At the structural level, "modernization 

involves increased division of labor, specialization, differentiation of 

institutions and structures, and social expansion" (Goldscheider, 1971: 

93). Economic activities cease to be kin-dominated and become the func

tion of specialized organizations. As a result, greater efficiency is 

attained. Similarly, the family loses its political, religious, and 

educational roles. There is less emphasis on kinship ties and greater 

emphasis on individualism and nationalism. New integrative mechanisms 

arise as well. Structural modernization thus results in a more complex 

and heterogeneous society.

At the cultural level, modernization implies a change in values, 

e.g., a development of rationality, a faith in science, and an acceptance 

of, if not a striving for change.

While recognizing these two levels, Rogers and Shoemaker pre

ferred to label them differently. They reserved the term "modernization"
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for personal and cultural changes whereby "individuals change from a 

traditional way of life to a more complex, technologically advanced, 

rapidly changing style of life" (1971:10). They used the term "develop

ment" for structural modernization, where development is "a type of 

social change in which new ideas are introduced into a social system in 

order to produce higher per capita incomes and levels of living through 

more modern production methods and improved social organization" (1971: 

11), Regardless of the labels, Goldscheider and Rogers and Shoemaker 

agree that the two dimensions are closely interrelated.

The Role of Technology

In his discussion of factors contributing to the decline of mor

tality, Stolnitz (1955) distinguishes between individual health oppor

tunities and health opportunities which can only be realized through 

organization by the community or government.

Goldscheider (1971) argues that improved individual health oppor

tunities and government sponsored health opportunities were both products 

of the process of socioeconomic modernization. He offers the following 

explanation:

Every country that has moved from lower to higher levels of 
social and economic modernization has also experienced signifi- x 
cant, and often dramatic, increases in length of life, which 
is not surprising because social and economic modernization 
implies increases in general living standards; improvement in 
the quantity and quality of food; changes in the amount and 
quality of health care; applications of public health standards 
in sanitation, sewage, and general control of the seriousness 
of disease; and improvements in distributing these benefits 
throughout society (1971:22).

The control of mortality in Europe is thus explained by what Goldscheider

terms the "socioeconomic modernization model." According to this model,
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death rates declined slowly in the eighteenth century as a result of the 

industrial and agricultural revolutions. "* The rate of decline accelerat

ed , however, with the development of medical and public health technolo

gies. Goldscheider emphasizes that the development of medical and 

public health technologies, like the industrial and agricultural revolu

tions earlier, were by-products of the social revolution of modernization 

(1971:123-124).

Goldscheider’s modernization model thus implies a cross

fertilization process of innovations. The industrial and agricultural 

revolutions released man-power for health-related research and health 

services. In addition, technological developments in industry and agri

culture furthered the development of medical technology and vice versa.

The Role of Cultural Changes

The accumulation of technological innovations is no guarantee 

that innovations will be quickly adopted or regularly used. For instance, 

soap was invented centuries before it came into daily use for personal 

hygiene (Razzell, 1974). Likewise, the potato was introduced in England 

and Wales in the sixteenth century, but not until around 1750 was it 

grown in quantities sufficient to increase food supplies and improve nu

trition (McKeown, 1976:131-133). Even the major medical discoveries of

^Levine (1977:70-72, 147) points out that in the protoindustrial 
period urbanization resulted in a rise in mortality rates, first for in
fants and then later for adults. While Goldscheider (1971:113-114) ac
knowledges that declines in life expectancy occurred in some areas and 
in some subpopulations in England in the nineteenth century, he argues 
with Wrigley (1969:173-174) that this differential mortality should not 
obscure the overall negative relation between mortality and moderniza
tion.
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the late nineteenth century were relatively slow in gaining acceptance 

(Stern, 1927).-

Andersen and Newman (1973) have developed a model of health care 

utilization that stresses the role of cultural factors at both the soci

etal and individual level. At the societal level, norms affect health 

care utilization. Examples of such norms include child birth in the 

hospital rather than in the home, and health care financed by the state 

rather than the individual. Personal beliefs and knowledge concerning, 

for instance, whether one should have an annual checkup, are important 

factors in predisposing the use of health care facilities at the in

dividual level.

The content of these norms and beliefs reflects the stage of 

modernization. In particular, a high degree of rationality, faith in 

science, and a high level of structural differentiation encourage norms 

such as ”child birth should occur in the hospital" or beliefs such as 

"doctors are more knowledgeable about medical problems than medical 

cultists." Diffusion research has shown that the cultural values asso

ciated with modernization encourage a high rate of diffusion of innova

tions, whereas traditionalism impedes diffusion (Rogers and Shoemaker, 

1971:31-34). In fact, Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:10) go so far as to 

equate the process of diffusion with that of modernization (the cultural 

dimension). Thus, while structural modernization implies a cross

fertilization of innovations, cultural modernization implies a diffusion 

of those innovations.



Types of Diffusion Processes

Hamblin et al. (1973:65) distinguish between two types of 

diffusion processes. Binary diffusion is the accumulated adoption of an 

innovation, while use diffusion is the rate of use of an innovation. 

Mathematical models of binary diffusion, such as the logistic and nega

tive exponential, have been developed on the basis of data measuring when 

the innovation was first used (adopted). Use diffusion models, on the 

other hand, are based on data measuring how often the innovation is used, 

that is, the cumulative use of an innovation. Life-table functions may 

plausibly be viewed as reflecting the cumulative use of innovations. To 

survive even over relatively short periods of time, one might have to 

ward off several infections by repeated use of a single antibiotic. Even 

vaccinations, such as for cholera, may be used more than once, depending 

on one's travels. The nutritional benefits of refrigerated storage are 

realized several times daily.

Use diffusion of innovations does, not always affect life expec

tancy by increasing survival chances, however. The use of some innova

tions actually has negative consequences for life expectancy; cigarette 

smoking, for instance increases the risk of certain degenerative diseases. 

Other innovations lower the risk of some diseases but also increase the 

risk of other diseases later in life, depending on the rate of use. For 

instance, the use of nitrites and nitrates has prolonged the shelf life 

of processed meats and thus reduced the risk of food poisoning, but 

nitrates and nitrites have recently been implicated as carcinogenic.

Food supplies have been increased with the aid of chemical fertilizers 

and pesticides, but widespread use of these chemicals contributes to air



and water pollution. Air and water pollution, in turn, are correlated 

with a higher incidence of respiratory diseases and certain types of 

cancer. The possible negative effects of other industrial, agricultural 

and medical technological innovations now widely used, such as low- 

dosage microwaves and asbestos, are only beginning to be recognized.

The use diffusion innovation process thus not only is positively related, 

to changes in life expectancy in the short run, it is also negatively 

related to changes in life expectancy in the long run..

Derivation of the Model

It has been proposed that an alternative model of trends in life 

expectancy based on Goldscheider’s modernization model should take into 

account a cross-fertilization process of innovations and their use dif

fusion. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the use diffusion of 

these innovations may have both positive short-term effects and negative 

long-term effects on life expectancy.

To express the cross-fertilization process of innovation accumu

lation and its relation to life expectancy mathematically, let It be the 

accumulated number of innovations.at a given time, t . The cross- 

fertilization process assumes that the relative increase in innovations 

per increment of time dl^/dt occurs at a constant rate, k^, of the num

ber of innovations at time t. Thus, the combination and recombination 

of innovations in the cross-fertilization process is a constant propor

tion of the number of existing innovations (Hamblin et al., 1973).' This 

can be expressed by the differential equation
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Thus,

It = I0 expCk^t] (2)

If life expectancy at age x is a function of the cross- 

fertilization process, then the rate of change in life expectancy should 

be some function 0^ of the cumulative innovation process. That is,
o ode„ de„ f ,— = 0t If or — = 0t I0 expLk.t] (3)dt 1 t dt % ° 1

But the innovations generated through the cross-fertilization 

process must be diffused before they can contribute to changes in life 

expectancy. Let Ut be the accumulated usage of an innovation at a given 

time t. If the relative increase in Usage per increment in time dU^/dt 

occurs at a constant rate k2 of the cumulative usage at time t, then

■- k2 ut or ut = Uo expCkgt] (4)

Since each innovation must be diffused, the effects of the inno

vation accumulation process and the use diffusion processes on changes
-f . ..

in life expectancy are multiplicative. In addition, because of the use 

diffusion at time t, there are positive short-run effects at time t and 

negative feedback effects at some lagged time t+c, where c is a constant. 

Thus,2

PIn one sense, changes in life expectancy are a function of two 
overlapping innovation processes since some innovations have either 
positive or negative effects while others have both positive and negative 
effects. While both innovation processes could be incorporated into the 
model with the appropriate weights and lag structures, the simplifying 
assumption of a single innovation process suffices for purposes of this 
analysis.
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dlt dUfc

d®x.t - dt dfc d®x.t 0tIoexP ^ 1t]Uoexp[k2t] . w. - 0    or -s—  = ----------- -— :—  -- --- ;—
dt dU^ dfc - U0exp[kgfc]exp[k2c^]

d(t+Cl) _ 0fJIoexp[k1t] (5)
exp[k2c1]

Schoeh (1976) notes that the rate of change in life expectancy
O

slows as life expectancy at time t, ex t , increases. He argues that 

this slowdown is an artifact of calculating life expectancy as an alge

braic mean: as the age distribution of deaths becomes concentrated at

the older ages, it becomes more difficult to attain large shifts in the 

mean age at death. Equation 5 thus needs to be adjusted for changes in 

the age distribution. Keyfitz (1977:64-66) derives a single parameter 

H to describe the age distribution of a given population;
rj 1(a) Ln(Z(a))da

H =
j Ln(Z(a))da •
•o

where 1(a) is the survivorship function at age a. As the age concentra

tion increases, the proportion H approaches 1.0. The rate of change in 

life expectancy can thus be adjusted for slowdowns due to increases in 

age concentration by assuming that the rate of change in life expectan

cy at time t is proportional to (1.0 - H) at time t. But this adjust

ment of Equation 5 requires an estimate of H for each observed value
Oof ex t . Since the data sources used in this study, particularly

o
those for the earlier decades, usually provide data on only ®x rather 

than on complete life tables, estimates of H at each time period are un

fortunately not readily available. Thus this adjustment to Equation 5
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for the effects of age concentration on the rate of change in life ex

pectancy is not feasible in this study.

The implementation of innovations may defer death and increase 

life expectancy, but since all must die, there is a limit to life expec-
05}tancy. Let ex be this upper limit. If Schoen is correct that age con^

o
centration increases as ex ^ increases, then ex theoretically approximates

■3 Othe situation of H = 1 . 0 . Furthermore, if ex ^ is relatively small
08 ocompared with ex , then ex ^ reflects a wider age distribution than if

O
ex % is fairly large compared with ex . Under these assumptions,

O(ex - ex ^) is an indicator of the concentration of the age distribution
b# oof deaths at time t. Then according to Schoen, as (e„ - ev +) becomes* X ,

smaller the rate of change in life expectancy should slow down. Modify

ing Equation 5 to include this factor,

. = £ L - £ L  I ) (6)
dP, x x,t

d(t+c1)

or,

09Theoretically ex can be thought of as a genetic limit to life ex

pectancy. The negative feedback of the use diffusion process erects a 

non-genetic barrier to attaining the genetic limit to life expectancy, 

however, by increasing the occurrence of degenerative diseases in later

o bu o#^If ex is equivalent to H = 1.0, then everyone dies at age eY ,
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life and life style-related causes of death such as auto accidents.

Thus, one effect of the negative feedback process is to bias the measure

ment of the genetic limit of life expectancy, the amount of bias depend

ing on the rate of use-diffusion. As a consequence of this bias, the 

rate of change in life expectancy slows at a much faster pace than it 

would if the process described by Schoen were operating freely.

As a mathematical model of trends in life expectancy, Equations 

6 and 7 imply that changes in life expectancy have been monotonically 

increasing.^ Yet despite Stolnitz’s (1955) conclusion that the two 

world wars had little effect on trends in life expectancy, there is rea

son to assume that the underlying processes of innovation accumulation 

and use diffusion are sensitive to large-scale societal crises. Suppose 

then, that societal crises (i.e., world wars or the Great Depression) 

result in a temporary slowdown in the rate of change in life expectancy 

by bringing about a slowdown in the rates of innovation accumulation and 

of use diffusion. This assumption can be incorporated into the socio

economic modernization model of life expectancy trends by the use of 

dummy variables.

If societal crises do result in a change in the rate of innova

tion accumulation, then the relative increase in innovations per incre

ment in time dl^/dt occurs at a constant rate, k-|, of the number of 

innovations at time t, except during times of societal crises, when the 

relative increase occurs at a constant rate k^ + kgD-j. Equations 1 and

1  'If observed values of Keyfitz’s H parameter were used to adjust 
Equation 5, this monotonic assumption would not be necessary.



2 then become 

dl. d ^ = (ki+kgD-j)It or It = I0exptkit + kgDyt] (8)

where is a dummy variable indicating the occurrence of World War I, 

World War II and the Great Depression, and kg is the change in the rate 

of innovation accumulation during these societal crises. Note that 

k.| + kg must be greater than zero.
If societal crises also result in a change in the rate of use 

diffusion, then the relative increase in usage of innovation per in

crement in time dU^/dt occurs at a constant rate kg of the cumulative 

usage at time t, except during times of societal crises when the relative 

increase occurs at a constant rate kg + k^D^, Equation 4 then becomes

dU— k = (kg+k^D-j)!^ or Ut = U0exp[kgt + k^D-jt] (9)

where Dj is defined as above and ky is the change in the rate of use 

diffusion during societal crises. Again, kg + k^ must be. greater than 

zero.

Because of these interruptions in the innovation accumulation 

and use diffusion processes, it is reasonable to assume that the nega

tive feedback effects will be delayed by some additional time factor Cg 

after the occurrence of a societal crisis. Thus,

dCt+c-j+CgDg)

or,

= (k2+k4D 1)Ut (10)

Ut = UQexpEkgt+kyD^t+c^kg+CikyD^+CgDgkg+CgDgkyD^] (11)
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where Dg Is a dummy variable indicating the time periods once a large- 

scale societal crisis has occurred and all other variables are as defined 

previously. •

With these assumptions concerning the effects of large-scale 

societal crises on the process of innovation accumulation and use 

diffusion,5 Equations 6 and 7 become respectively

= 0 dt ■ dt- (e* - e„ t) (12)dt dUt x
dCt+c-j+Cj)

and

= 0tI,eXp[klt , ^ D 1t]-------- ( _ (,3)
dt expEcikg+CikyDj+cgDgkg+CgDgkyDiJ ■ >

Simplifying Assumptions

Equation 13 specifies the modernization model of trends in life 

expectancy. Because of data limitations, it is necessary to make certain 

simplifying assumptions to reduce the number of parameters to be estimat

ed.

In the derivation of Equation 13 it was assumed that the rates 

of innovation accumulation and use diffusion were different. Since the

°a 0

In the preceding discussion it has been assumed that the mag
nitudes of the effects of both world wars and the Depression were equal. 
While effects of unequal magnitude could be incorporated in the model, 
thus increasing the number of parameters to be estimated by four, the 
simplifying assumption of effects of equal magnitude is necessary for 
purposes of this analysis.
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rate at which both of these processes occur are assumed to reflect the 

structural and cultural conditions in a given country, a reasonable sim

plifying assumption is that the rates of innovation accumulation and use 

diffusion are equal and that societal crises disrupt both processes 

equally. It will thus be assumed for purposes of this analysis that 

k.| = kg and kg = k% in a given population.

In Equation 3 it was assumed that change in life expectancy over 

time is some function of the cumulative innovation process. That is, 

not all innovations affect life expectancy, only some unspecified propor

tion, and that proportion may vary with time. Since changes in this 

proportion over time should be relatively small, it will be assumed that 

0t is some constant proportion Q.

With these two simplifying assumptions, Equation 13 may be re

written as

" L t  „ - - - —  (s » . i ( u )
dt “ exp[c1k l-<-c.,kgD1+cgDgk 1 +cgDgkgD 1 ] x ,w

Variation in the Rate of Change in Life Expectancy

Goldscheider (1971) stresses that socioeconomic modernization is 

a process of change; therefore the impetus to change, the timing of 

change, and the sequence of changes in modernization vary among countries. 

He also emphasizes that socioeconomic modernization is not a necessary 

condition for changes in life expectancy, only a sufficient condition. 

Rapid gains in longevity may be achieved in late modernizing countries 

by importing public health and other technologies from early modernizing 
countries. Borrowing such technologies increases the rate of innovation
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accumulation. The rate of .diffusion may also be increased through 

deliberate efforts by government sponsored health programs, for example, 

such as vaccination programs. Thus, increases in life expectancy may 

occur at a faster pace in countries relying on imported technologies. 

Nonetheless, Goldscheider suggests, as does the revised Stolnitz hypoth

esis discussed previously, that without - socioeconomic modernization such 

rapid gains may be temporary.

Goldscheider (1971;123-124) discusses the role of imported tech

nology in longevity gains in Latin America-Africa-Asia; Preston (1976:81) 

argues that the role of imported technology in Europe has been underes

timated. On the basis of the above arguments it may be predicted that 

European nations which entered the process of socioeconomic modernization 

relatively late imported many technologies, and thus experienced more 

rapid gains in life expectancy than early modernizing countries.

The rate of change in life expectancy may also vary between sub- 

populations within a nation. As discussed in Chapter 2, female mortality 

generally decreased faster than male mortality during the twentieth cen

tury, particularly at ages 40 and older and after the 1930*3. Retherford 

(1975:29) concludes the overall increase in sex mortality differentials 

in the twentieth century was due primarily to cigarette consumption.

Since the percentage of men who smoke is larger than that for women and 

since men smokers consume more cigarettes than women smokers, this con-
fielusion, if correct, suggests that sex roles concerning permissible 

6Correlations between smoking and stress levels, alcoholism, diet 
and exercise were all assumed to be zero in his computation that 64.9 
percent of the increase in sex mortality differentials was due to ciga
rette consumption.
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social conduct are highly significant factors in sex differences in the 

rate of change in life expectancy.^

On the one hand the persistence of the sex roles contributing to 

these differences in gains in life expectancy seems inimical to the 

change in values associated with modernization, i.e., ascribed charac

teristics becoming less salient. But since modernization is a process, 

there is no guarantee that the spread of rationality will pervade all 

areas of social conduct simultaneously. Thus, to the extent that ratio

nalization of these sex roles is part of the sequence of the spread of 

rationality, and subsequently modernization, these sex differences in the 

rate of change in life expectancy are part of the modernization process.

The Data

Several sources provide life expectancy data for differing time 

intervals. Dublin, Lotka and Spiegelman (1949:346-351) give data from 

the early nineteenth century to the 1930*s on many countries. The United 

Nations (1948-1976) report life expectancy from the 1900's to the 1970’s. 

The data Dublin et al. report agree with those reported by the United 

Nations. Preston, Keyfitz and Schoen (1972) compiled life tables through 

1964_ which are adjusted to reflect the changing age distribution of an

increasing population. Unfortunately, the data Preston et al. report are

not as "complete," in terms of years covered, as those obtained by

^Additional supporting evidence for the importance of sex roles 
in determining differences in the rate of change in life expectancy is
that women are more likely than men to use health care facilities
(Verbrugge, 1976), and this may contribute to sex differentials in 
longevity through earlier detection of disease and more attention to 
prevention on the part of women.
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pooling the data of Dublin et al. and the United Nations. Of the coun

tries included in this analysis, Preston et al. report nineteenth centu

ry data for only two countries— Italy and England and Wales. There also 

are large time gaps in the data they report for the twentieth century.

To accurately describe trends in life expectancy, data averaged 

over three-year time periods would be ideal, but Preston et al, report 

data for single years while the other two sources report data that- is 

usually averaged over several years. Data for single years may be un

stable due to mortality rates based on small numbers (Shyrock and Siegel, 

1971:395). On the other hand, some of the data reported for the early 

nineteenth century by Dublin et al. are for quite lengthy time periods, 

e.g., 24 years, but most are for periods of five to 10 years.

With these considerations in mind, most of the data for this 

analysis are obtained by pooling the life expectancies reported in Dublin 

et al. and by the United Nations. According to Stolnitz’s (1955) clas

sification of world regions, eight Western nations are included: Denmark,

England and Wales, France, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, 

and the United States. In addition, two SCEE nations are included:

Finland and Italy. The data for Finland are also obtained by pooling the 

life expectancies of Dublin et al. and the United Nations, while the data 

for Italy are taken from Preston et al. and the United Nations. Preston 

et al.’s data are used for Italy because they report data for every 

decade in the period 1881-1931. Incorporating both Western and SCEE na

tions permits a limited assessment of the generality of the model.

In a few cases, Dublin et al. report data for overlapping time 

periods, e.g., 1876-1887 and 1881-1882. Since such data are not
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independent, data for only one of the time periods in question are in

cluded in the analysis.

While no attempt is made to smooth the data, data for the time 

period which includes the year 1918 are excluded from the analysis for 

the purpose of parameter estimation in Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the 

Netherlands. These data points are excluded because the magnitude of 

the 1918 flu epidemic on life expectancy in these countries will dis- . 

tort estimation of the parameters given the model specified in Equation 

14. Although the modernization model is amenable to encorporation of 

an epidemic effect via dummy variables, to do so would require the use 

of two degrees of freedom to estimate this effect for one data point.

This option is therefore not feasible.

Data for Finland were also excluded for this time interval since, 

in addition to the flu epidemic, published life expectancies include 

deaths due to the Russo-Finnish War.

The data construction of the dummy variables is discussed in 

Appendix A. The reliability of the data is an important concern in es

timating the parameters of the modernization model. Errors in the 

registration of births and deaths and in the enumeration of the popula

tion bias estimates of life expectancy. Procedures exist to evaluate 

and adjust for these errors, e.g., Whipple’s index, but the procedures 

require the use of census data. It is reasonable to assume that some 

adjustments were made to the census data for those life expectancies 

published after the 1940’s to correct for such errors, but it is unknown 

whether adjustments were made for the life expectancies published prior 

to the 1940’s.
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If the magnitude of the bias in the life expectancy data used 

herein were constant over time, then estimates of the parameters of the 

modernization model would be biased, but estimates of the slope of the 

curve would be unbiased. Such might be the case if adjustments were made 

to all the published data. It is unlikely that the magnitude of the bias 

would be greater in recent data than in earlier data. The most reason

able assumption is that the earlier, data are more biased than later data. 

In that case the parameter estimates, as well as estimates of the slope, 

will generally be biased.

The time intervals between data points in the earlier years in

cluded in the analysis vary from five to 20 years, while those in more 

recent years vary from one to five years. One consequence of this dis

tribution of the data is that in the estimation of parameters more weight 

is given to more recent data. If the life expectancy data for the 

earlier years are in fact more in error than data for more recent years, 

this intrinsic weighting is a desirable consequence, and the bias of the 

parameter estimates is at least partially diminished. While some error 

doubtless remains, care has been taken to use the best available data.

The remaining bias is attributable to the difficulty of measuring social 

conditions of 150 years ago. Thus, although the parameter estimates are 

biased, the bias is small relative to the magnitude of the change mea

sured and relative to comparable studies in quantitative history.

The basic data for the analysis include male and female life 

expectancies at birth as well as at age 20 for all ten countries. In

cluding both age-specific life expectancies permits a partial analysis



of the age structure of trends in life expectancy. In addition, cause- 

of-death mortality rates will be examined to test certain hypotheses 

generated to explain international variation in the parameter estimates.

Parameter Estimation 

Previously, differential equations were derived to describe 

changes in life expectancy. In order to estimate the parameter values 

in those equations directly, data are needed which measure the values 

of the derivatives. Such data are not available on life expectancy.

Bard (197^:218-219) provides three alternative solutions to this problem 

(1) differentiate the data; (2) integrate the equation; or (3) integrate 

the data. He recommends solution (2) when the equations "can be solved 

analytically in closed form" (1974:21.9). Equation 14, when solved for
o
ex t via integration, becomes

o °8 ° $ ° .
ex,t = ex - (ex - ex,t0)exP

Q!2—  exp[-(k.|+kgD-j) (e.j+CgDg)]
_k1+kgD1

exp exp[-(k1+kgD1) (c^ +e2D2) + (k 1 +kgD 1)t]k 1+kgD1 (15)

Owhere ev x. is the value of life expectancy at age x at time t. and all 
*»*'o ■

other parameters are as defined previously.

Since this analysis is concerned primarily with variations in 

the rate of change in life expectancy, the point at which the rate of 

change in life expectancy begins to slow down is of particular interest < 

The point of inflection of Equation 15 is
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In analyses of changes in life expectancy using Equation 15, unreasonable 

parameter estimates were often obtained, the asymptotic variance of some 

of the parameters was very large, and the asymptotic correlation between 

some of the parameters was very high. Similar problems were also noted 

when the (simplified) integrated form of Equation 15 was fit to the data. 

In the latter case, these problems were resolved by reparameterization.

It was thus decided to reparameterize Equation 15 as

o og o& o
ex,t = ex - ~ ex,t )exp[exp[-(ki+kgD1)(ai+a2D2]]exp[

—exp[(k^+kg)(t—(a^+a2D2))]] (17)

where
_Ln k.+k^DIa. =— -̂--- 1— 2---  + c. and a0D2 = c0D2 (18)1 k-j+kgDI 1 . 2 2

The point of inflection of Equation 17 is t* = a^ + a2D2.

This reparameterization resolves the aforementioned problems and 

results in a more efficient estimate of the point of inflection (i.e., 

one less parameter is estimated). But t6 is a biased estimate of t*5 

since Equation 18 embeds the variable D1 in the constant a^. To 

elaborate, if D1 and D2 have the value zero in Equation 16, then t 

is the point of inflection if there were no disruptions in the rate of 

change in life expectancy due to societal crises; if D1 and D2 have the 

value one, then t is the point of inflection given that societal crises 

have disrupted the rate of change in life expectancy. By estimating the 

constant a-p the variability of the dummy variable D1 is suppressed in
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Yt » and a-j represents a weighted average of the values of kgDI over the

S 98range of the data. In general, t is proportionate to t . While the 

functional form of this proportionate bias is unspecified, under certain
3conditions the bias of t is insignificant.

Let n be the total number of data points being examined; let m 

be the number of data points where D1 has the value one. Then if kg is 

small in absolute value and m/n is small, the bias of t is clearly in

significant. For the data examined herein, the range of m/n is .10 to 

.27 and, with two exceptions, the range of kg is -.38 to .16. In the 

analysis to follow, the range of kg and m/n will be considered suffi- 

ciently small to render the bias of t insignificant.

In analyzing the rate of change in life expectancy, the slope of 

Equation 17 is also of particular interest. The slope at the point of 

inflection is given by

O O# ©
e^ = (k1+kgD1)(ex - ex t̂ )exp[exp[-(k1+kgD1) (3^3202)] ]

exp[-1] (19)

where ex is the first derivative of Equation 17 evaluated at the
8point of inflection t ,

Equation (17), the simplified integrated equation corresponding 

to the modernization model of trends in life expectancy, is an "inverse" 

Gompertz or left skewed double exponential equation. The basic model 

(without the inclusion of dummy variables) has been presented in the 

literature in an alternative form by Hamblin and Pitcher (1978).

The parameters of the modernization model are estimated by non

linear least squares using the Marquardt (1963) method of optimization.
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Preliminary analyses suggested that the Marquardt method was more likely 

than the Modified Gauss method (Hartley, 1961) to reach a global minimum 

rather than a local minimum if the parameters are scaled (Robinson, 1977). 

Nonetheless, three different sets of random start values are used in 

estimating the parameters to reduce the possibility that the parameter 

estimates employed in the analysis correspond to local minima.

The data included in this analysis are in some cases character

ized by missing data in the mid-nineteenth century. For example, data 

for Finland are not available before 1881-1890. The scaling parameter
Oev i. is an estimate of life expectancy at time t_ and is therefore x,t0 o
sensitive to missing data-in the earlier years. Since the remaining

O
parameters of Equation 17 are mathematically interdependent with ev + ,vo
this sensitivity may distort estimates of the remaining parameters and. 

result in incomparability across populations. Preliminary analyses in

dicate that this problem can be substantially resolved by constraining 

tQ to be equal in all nations regardless of whether or not data is avail

able for that year. In the following analysis, tQ is set at 1840.

Summary

In this chapter the modernization model of trends in life ex

pectancy has been presented as an alternative to the logistic equation.

The modernization model was derived mathematically from assumptions of 

the processes of innovation accumulation and use diffusion. It was,as

sumed that these processes have both positive and negative consequences 

on trends in life expectancy. Large-scale societal crises were assumed 

to disrupt these underlying processes, resulting in a temporary slowdown
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of changes in life expectancy. Methodological assumptions were also 

incorporated into the model. Due to the fact that data on life expec

tancy are rather limited, simplifying assumptions were then made to 

reduce the number of parameters to be estimated and thus insure that 

reliable estimates of the parameters of the modernization model could 

be obtained. The data to be used in the following analysis and issues 

in the parameter estimation were then discussed.



CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS

In this chapter the modernization model is evaluated in terms of 

its ability to describe trends in life expectancy at birth and at age 20 

in ten Western nations. It is expedient to first examine whether the 

two parameters associated with societal crises, i.e., kg and ag in Equa

tion 17, contribute significantly to the descriptive power of the modern

ization model. These parameters were introduced into the model under the 

assumption that societal crises result in temporary slowdowns in the rate 

of diffusion of innovations affecting life expectancy. If these param

eters do not contribute significantly to the descriptive power of the 

model, then a less complex model basdd on the differential equation given 

in Equation 7 is an adequate description of the underlying processes of 

the rate of change in life expectancy in these data. After examining the 

appropriateness of the societal crisis parameters, the descriptive ability 

of the model is examined before turning attention to an analysis of the 

parameter estimates. International variations in the parameter estimates 

are discussed as well as variations by age and sex. Finally, a respeci

fication of the model is offered to account for international variations 

in recent trends in male life expectancy.

56
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. Appropriateness of the Societal Crisis Parameters 

In the following discussion the equation

o o o o  A  ̂ * a
ex t = ex ™ (®x ~ ex t  ̂ expEexpE-k^^]] expE-expEk^(t-a^)3] (20)

will be referred to as the basic model. The basic model is equivalent 

to Equation 17 with kg and ag constrained to equal zero, but estimates 

of the parameters in Equation 20 will generally not be equal to estimates 

of the comparable parameters of Equation 17 since Equation 20 minimizes 

the effects of the societal crisis while the comparable parameters of 

Equation 17 ignore these effects.

In multiple linear regression, the "best" or "preferred" regres

sion equation is usually decided by sequentially testing sets of hier

archical equations to determine which variables contribute to a 

significant reduction in the sum of squares. A similar procedure may be 

employed in determining the "preferred" form of the modernization model. 

There is one difference in linear regression and the present situation, 

however. In linear regression equations are deemed hierarchical on the 

basis of the independent variables included in the equation; in the 

present situation equations are deemed hierarchical on the basis of the 

parameters included. In determining the preferred equation of the modern

ization modelj it would thus seem appropriate to fit the data to Equation 

17 under the following constraints: (1) both ag and kg constrained to

zero (the basic model with no societal crisis effects); (2) only kg con
strained to zero; (3) only a2 constrained to zero; and (4) neither a2 nor 

kg constrained to zero.
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In multiple linear regression, problems arise in selecting the 

preferred model if there is high multicollinearity. For instance, if 

Xg and Xg are highly correlated but have opposite effects on Y, the fol

lowing situation may arise: (a) Y = bQ + b^X^ + bgXg is not preferred

to Y = b0 + b-jXi? (b) Y = b0 + b^X^ + bgXg is not preferred to Y = b0 + 

b^X| but; (c) Y = b'0 + b-jX̂  + bgXg + bgXg is preferred to Y = b^ + b^X|.

In such a case the equation Y = bQ + b^X^ + bgXg + bgXg would be judged 

the preferred model. Similar problems might arise in testing hierarchical 

equations of the nonlinear mpdel under investigation if ag and kg were 

highly correlated with the parameters of the basic model, but with oppo

site effects. '

In fitting the data to Equation 17 with ag and kg unconstrained, 

a2 and kg are generally moderately (.60) to highly (.95) correlated with 

at least one of the parameters of the basic model, usually with k^. 

Furthermore, the correlations for a2 are almost always opposite in sign 

from those of kg. These correlations suggest that fitting Equation 17 

under constraints (2) and (3) would probably not be very illuminating, 

considering the above linear regression example of the problems created 

by multicollinearity in model selection. Therefore, in this analysis 

only the basic model, constraint (1), and the full model, constraint (4), 

will be compared as hierarchical models to determine the "preferred" 

model. That is, the contribution of the parameters a2 and kg will be 

tested simultaneously.

Let ^  be the values of ex t predicted by the basic model and 

Pi be the values of ex?t predicted by the full model (Equation 17 with 

no parameter constraints). To test whether the addition of the
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parameters and kg result in a significant reduction in the residual 
sum of squares of the basic model, the following test statistic was 

computed (Gallante, 1975):

_ 4 i  . t z l  ■ (21)
2i=1 (Yi*"Vi) 9

where n is the total number of degrees of freedom, k is the number of 

parameters estimated for and q has the value two since the difference 

in the number of parameters estimated for and tu is two. Assuming
Othat ex t are normally distributed random variables with common variance,

2a , F' is distributed as the random variable F with q and n - k degrees 

of freedom.

The data were fit to both the basic model and the full moderniza

tion model with each age-sex category for each of the ten nations. The 

calculated F* value is significant at the .05 level in fully 75 percent 

of the 40 nation-age-sex categories, indicating strong support for the 

inclusion of the societal crisis parameters in the modernization model. 

(See Table 4.1.) As for the remaining 25 percent of the nation-age-sex 

categories, the effects of the societal crisis parameters may be large 

and yet only marginally significant if the effects are correlated highly 

enough with the parameters of the basic model to make the proportionate 

reduction of the residual sum of squares small. Since the parameter 

estimates of the basic model change with the introduction of the societal 

crisis parameters, it is not possible to obtain these correlations and 

then compare the correlations in categories with significant F' values 

to those with nonsignificant F* values. However, in four of the ten
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Table 1„ Values of F* as Calculated in Equation 21 for Life
Expectancy at Birth and at Age 20 by Nation and by Sex.a

Nation Sex
Life Expectancy 

at Birth
Life Expectancy 

at Age 20

Denmark Male 17.58%* 5.96**
Female 20,698* 40.84**

England and Male 17.84** 5.94**
Wales Female 16.74** 21.17**

Finland Male 8.06** 6.08**
Female 11.40** 3.71*

France Male 11.532S 8.65**
Female 6.98** 6.44**

Italy Male 11.41** 9,65**
Female 13.28** 16.04**

Netherlands Male 2.27 2.04
Female 3.27* 14.54**

Norway Male 2.47 4.25**
Female .72 7.66**

Sweden Male 4.83** , 5.27**
Female 2.43 7.41**

Switzerland Male 4.03* 14.39**
Female 10.22** 2.97

United States Male 3.08* 6.47**
Female 3.47** 5.19**

Indicates significant at the ,05 level.
^Indicates significant at the .01 level.
^Indicates I960 data are included in calculating F 1.



categories with nonsignificant F* values at the .05 level, the F* values 

are significant at the .10 level, and in five of the remaining six cate

gories the significance level of the F* values ranges from .13 to .18. 

Furthermore, the magnitude of the estimates of the societal parameters in 

these ten categories fall within the range of the estimates obtained for 

the thirty categories which have significant F f values. It is therefore 

probable that these marginally significant F* values are in fact "cliff

hangers" and should be interpreted as supporting the inclusion of the so-
1cietal crisis parameters. Parameter estimates obtained by fitting the 

full model (Equation 17) will thus be used in the remainder of this study.

The Descriptive Ability of the Model 

Goldscheider (1971) emphasizes that modernization is a process 

and, as such, is a continuum rather than a composite of discrete phases 

such as "modernizing" and "modernized." Sources of variation in the 

process may include "variations in premodern conditions, in the impetus 

to change, in the paths toward modernization, in the advanced stages of 

modernization, and in the content and timing of dramatic events during 

modernization" (Goldscheider, 1971:97). The paths to modernization may 

vary in timing, and sequence. These variations may be influenced by, 

among other things, "government initiative and planning, by emulation

It is also noteworthy that there are no discernible patterns by 
age or region in the distribution of nonsignificant F* values. Seven of 
the ten nonsignificant F 1 values do occur for life expectancy at birth, 
indicating there may be an age pattern in the distribution of nonsignif
icant F' values, but since nonsignificant F' values occur for both sexes 
in only two nations, this distribution is probably just indicative of 
higher correlations of the societal crisis parameters with.parameters of 
the basic model for life expectancy at birth than at age 20.
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and imitation, by nationalism, and by cultural and ideological diffusion" 

(Goldscheider, 1971:98). The process of modernization may thus smoothly 

accelerate, or it may more or less continuously lurch forward, somewhat 

like a badly tuned automobile.

Given that the process of modernization is assumed to be the 

causal factor underlying trends in modernization, and that modernization 

may be a continuous or discontinuous process, but that the mathematical 

model of trends in life expectancy in Equation 17 assumes a constant rate 

of increase except during the specified societal crises, deviations from 

the model are expected. Rather large deviations from the model at a few 

disjoint points in time do not seriously question the model’s descriptive 

power, especially if these deviations occur in the earlier time periods 

when the effects of epidemics and harvest fluctuations were not under 

control. Systematic deviations from the model resulting from, say, a 

long term decrease in life expectancy, seriously question the specifi

cations of the model, however.^

The estimated parameter values for Equation 17 for life expectan

cy at birth are presented in Table 4.2 and for life expectancy at age 20 

in Table 4.3, By examining plots of the observed versus the life expec

tancies predicted by the modernization model (see Figures 4.1 through 

4.10), it is evident that in most nations, the model indeed describes 

trends in life expectancy quite well during the nineteenth century and 

very well during the first half of the twentieth century when the

2Runs tests (Siegel, 1956:52-58) were computed for the residuals 
in each nation-age-sex category, and in all 40 categories the hypothesis 
of randomly distributed residuals could not be rejected at the ,05 
significance level.



Table 4.2. Values of the Parameters Estimated by Equation 17 for Trends in Life Expectancy
at Birth by Nation and by Sex.

Nation . Sex

O 
(D ex-ex,t0 a V k 1 a2a on

Denmark Males 70.810 29.980 7.938 .339 .081 -.082
Females 76.822 34.271 8.208 .297 .583 — .063

England and Males Males 68.505 28.434 8.268 .591 1.086 -.362
Females 75.008 32.763 8.501 .482 .848 -.263

Finland Males 66.598 25.317 9.633 .664 .797 -.524
Females 75.563 33.820 10.019 .446 .151 -.271

France Males 68.990 30.771 8.867 .431 .854 -.286
Females 78.118 38.930 9.244 .343 .524 .156

Italy Males 74.306 56.650 6.134 .142 -.371 -.021
Females 84.200 64.102 8.184 .156 -.269 -.028

Netherlands Males 71.045 36.458 7.537 .415 .208 -.043
Females 77.275 40.962 8.092 .323 .438 .026

Norway Males 71.346 25.863 8.313 .480 .376 -.162
Females 77.705 29.585 8.968 .389 .303 -.058

Sweden Males 72.233 32.167 7.797 .316 .230 -.068
Females 78.328 34.052 8.721 .292 .213 -.065



Table 4.2, Continued

Nation Sex °s
ex

o» o
ex-ex,t0 a ia k 1 a2a on

Switzerland Males 72.555 39.275 8.223 .204 -.702 -.012
Females 80.738 45.676 8.705 .185 -.724 -.013

United States Males 67.710 34.827 7.593 .281 -.269 -.039
Females 76.291 38.864 8.696 .251 -.640 -.037

aThe variable t was scaled as t = (year - 1840)/10 in estimating the parameters. To obtain 
the year corresponding to the point of inflection, a-j, multiply a-j by 10 and add that 
product to 1840. To obtain the year equivalent of the change in the point of inflection, 
a2, multiply a2 by 10.



Table 4.3. Values of the Parameters Estimated by Equation 17 for Trends in Life Expectancy
at Age 20 by Nation and by Sex.

Nation Sex °B
ex

°B °
ex-ex,t0 a,* k 1 a / on

Denmark Males
Females

52.817
59.613

12.630
18.060

7.765
9.113

.333

.250
-.564
.886

-.092
-.105

England and Wales Males
Females

50.878
56.657

11.465
15.979

7.943
8.315

.729

.542
1.788
1.505

-.542 
—. 387

Finland Males
Females

48.059
59.803

6.202
17.124

10.145
13.145

2.418
.313

.921
-1.420

-.225
-.248

France Males
Females

50.536
58.245

9.717
16.805

13.354
10.065

.481

.459
-3.293

.434
-.227
.118

Italy Males
Females

52.117
58.722

12.857
20.269

8.425
9.415

.414

.351
.994
.787

.562

.109

Netherlands Males
Females

53.127
59.186

16.235
21.144

6.689
7.967

.342

.272
—. 262 
.965

-.072
-.040

Norway Males
Females

53.416
60.111

11.189
15.935

9.214
11.790

.436

.243
—2.116 
-2.477

-.290 
— . 128

Sweden Males
Females

54.520
74.117

16.498
32.413

6.513
13.531

.177

.147
-.257
.671

-.035
.052



Table 4.3, Continued

Nation Sex CD 
O O o ' °

ex*ex,t0 a 1 a k 1 a2a on
Switzerland Males 53.452 16.575 9.862 .257 -.893 -.092

Females 65.944 29.286 11.873 .151 -1.474 -.049

United States Males 49.754 8.941 8.890 .737 .938 -.171
Females 60.125 20.106 12.350 .203 -2.688 -.084

&The variable t was sealed as t = (year - 1840)/10 in estimating the parameters. To obtain 
the year corresponding to the point of inflection, a^, multiply a^ by 10 and add that 
product to 1840. To obtain the year equivalent of the change in the point of inflection, 
a2, multiply a2 by 10.
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Figure 4.1. Observed and Predicted Values of Life Expectancy in 
Denmark. (Filled symbols denote observed values of 
life expectancy; unfilled symbols denote values of 
life expectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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Figure 4.2. Observed and Predicted Values of Life Expectancy in 
England and Wales, (Filled symbols denote observed 
values of life expectancy; unfilled symbols denote 
values of life expectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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Figure 4.3. Observed and Predicted Values of Life Expectancy in 
Finland. (Filled symbols denote observed values of 
life expectancy; unfilled symbols denote values of life 
expectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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Figure 4,4, Observed and Predicted Values of Life Expectancy in 
France. (Filled symbols denote observed values of 
life expectancy; unfilled symbols denote values of 
life expectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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Figure 4.5. Observed and Predicted Values of Life Expectancy in 
Italy, (Filled symbols denote observed values of 
life expectancy; unfilled symbols denote values of 
life expectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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Figure 4.6, Observed and Predicted Values of Life Expectancy in the 
Netherlands, (Filled symbols denote observed values of 
life expectancy; unfilled symbols denote values of life 
expectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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Figure 4.7* Observed and Predicted Values of Life Expectancy in
Norway. (Filled symbols denote observed values of life 
expectancy; unfilled symbols denote values of life ex
pectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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Figure 4.8. Observed and Predicted Values of Life Expectancy in
Sweden. (Filled symbols denote observed values of life 
expectancy; unfilled symbols denote values of life ex
pectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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Figure 4.9. Observed and Predicted Values of Life Expectancy in
Switzerland, (Filled symbols denote observed values of 
life expectancy; unfilled symbols denote values of life 
expectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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Figure 4.10. Observed and Predicted Values.of Life Expectancy in 
the United States. (Filled symbols denote observed 
values of life expectancy; unfilled symbols denote 
values of life expectancy predicted by Equation 17.)
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specified societal crises occurred. Sweden and Norway are exceptions, 

however.

Life expectancy in Sweden decreased during the 1850*s. The 

decreases observed in the first half of the 1850's are primarily due to 

the cholera epidemic of 1853. While life expectancy at age 20 exhibits 

a constant rate of increase from the late 1850's through the 1880's, 

life expectancy at birth does not resume a positive rate of increase 

until the 1860's. By examining life expectancy at age ten (not present

ed herein), it is evident that the decline in life expectancy at birth 

during 1855-1860 is due to a higher death rate at ages under ten.

Laws in Sweden severely restricted geographical mobility until 

1840, when increased demands for labor migration brought about revision 

of the laws. As a consequence of this new legislation, migration to 

the cities increased and new cities were created in the wake of railroad 

construction. Despite this migration, water and sewage systems were not 

begun until the 1860's (Hagerstrand, 1974:64-66). The increased death 

rates for children in the 1850's are thus a consequence of poor living 

and sanitary conditions due to the differential diffusion of technologies 

(agricultural and industrial versus public health). This pattern is 

similar to that reported for England in the 1790's by Levine (1977:70- 

72, 147).

It is interesting to note that deletion of the data points in 

the 1850's that have significant residuals from the modernization model 

alters the predicted life expectancies only slightly, and then only in 

the earliest decades; the predicted values in the twentieth century
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remain the same. The parameter estimates are not substantially altered 

either.

In the 1890's and to some extent in the 1900's Swedish life 

expectancy increased at a slower rate than in the previous decades, but 

only at ages 20 and over. The fact that life expectancy at birth (and 

at age ten) continued to increase at a constant rate during the 1890's 

implies that more rapid gains were being made during this period than in 

previous periods in the control of infectious diseases which affect 

younger age groups (under 20). This interpretation agrees with those 

who emphasize the independent role of medical technology, since the 

1890's was the "age of proof" of the germ theory of disease. It may 

also be that construction of sanitary facilities in the new cities was 

catching up with migration. The fact that the slowdown in the rate of 

increase is more pronounced in life expectancy at age 20 and 30 than at 

older ages may be attributable to differential emigration by these age 

categories (Hagerstrand, 1974:71), combined with selective emigration of 

the healthier members in these age categories.

During the nineteenth century, Norway and Sweden shared a polit

ical union, yet the two nations exhibit very different patterns in the 

rate of increase in life expectancy. While Swedish life expectancies 

increase at a fairly constant rate, the rate of increases in Norway is 

very erratic during the nineteenth century, particularly for ages 20 and 

over. Life expectancies increased substantially between 1841-1850 and 

1856-1865 but increased at a much slower rate (if at all) in the 1870's 

and 1880's. The food shortages of the late 186.0's had little impact on 

Sweden’s rate of increase in life expectancy, but this shortage combined
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with the cholera epidemic of the 1870‘s may explain the slower rate of 

increase in the 1870’s in Norway. This explanation appears plausible 

given that Norway’s modernization, both in agriculture and in industry, 

began late and progressed more slowly than did Sweden’s (Lindgren, 

1959:41-42). To the extent to which Stockholm was the center of the 

innovation-use diffusion process, one would expect Norway to lag behind. 

The age differential in changes in the rate of increase observed in 

Sweden in the 1890’s is also evident in Norway. That is, life expectan

cy at birth increases while life expectancy at age 20 declined.

Turning to trends in life expectancy after 1950, while the mod

ernization model also describes these trends in life expectancy very 

well, there are systematic deviations of male life expectancy from those 

predicted by the model in the Scandanavian countries as well as in the 

Netherlands. As mentioned previously, these systematic deviations imply 

errors in the specification of the model. Before examining the causes 

of these deviations from the model, the nature of the deviations will 

be described briefly.

In the case of Denmark, Netherlands, and Norway (Figures 4.1, 

4.6, and 4.7, respectively) life expectancy actually decreases, rather 

than increasing during the 1960's and 1970’s. The modernization model 

thus underestimates life expectancy in the 1950’s when male life expec

tancy reached its all-time peak in these nations, and overestimates male 

life expectancy in the late 1960’s and early 1970*s. The pattern of re

siduals is the same for Sweden, but there is one significant difference: 

male life expectancy merely levels off in Sweden rather than decreasing 

during the 1960’s and 1970’s. A different pattern of residuals is found
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for Finland (Figure 4.3). The model overestimates male life expectancy 

in the 1950’s and the 1960's and underestimates it in the 1970’s, since 

life expectancy in Finland only slightly decreased in the 1960’s before 

increasing in the 1970’s.

To explain the international pattern of deviations of male life 

expectancy from the modernization model, changes in age-specific death 

rates are examined. The change in age-specific death rates between I960 

and 1964 was calculated for the eleven causes of death Preston et al. 

(1972) report for males. One clear pattern of change in the death rates 

emerge as a primary explanation of the decreases in life expectancy ex

perienced by Denmark, Norway, Finland, and the Netherlands in the I960’s 

(see Table 4.4). Death rates for cardiovascular diseases increased 

in these nations between I960 and 1964 for all ages over 55 (except in 

the Netherlands where the death rates decreased substantially at ages 

70 and 85+), while death rates decreased fairly consistently in England 

and Wales, France, Switzerland, Italy, Sweden, and the U.S. In other 

words, for ages over 55, age-specific death rates due to cardiovascular 

diseases generally increased in those nations in which male life expec

tancy decreased during the 1960’s and 1970’s and decreased in those

nations in which life expectancy did not decrease. Furthermore, the 

death rates at ages 35-54 generally increased more in Denmark, Finland, 

Netherlands, and Norway than in other nations. The pattern of change in 

cardiovascular death rates is thus isomorphic with the pattern of change 

in life expectancy. . A similar isomorphism of changes in death rates 

due to cancer, the second largest contributor to the crude death rates,

and changes in life expectancy is not evident.



Table 4.4. International Comparison of the Death Rates Due to Cardiovascular Disease: 1960-1964a„

Age Denmark Finland
Nether
lands Norway

England 
Sweden and Wales

Switzer- 
France land

United
States Italy

35 .00011 .00025 .00012 .00012 .00002 .00002 .00003 -.00005 -.00001 .00010

40 .00018 .00036 .00015 .00005 .00008 .00008 .00007 .00022 -.00001 .00021

45 .00014 .00083 .00054 -.00007 .00008 .00022 -.00008 -.00009 -.00012 .00019

50 .00016 .00126 .00016 .00034 .00003 .00019 -.00019 .00007 -.00032 .00007

55 .00090 .00162 .00071 .00039 -.00009 .00019 -.00037 -.00035 .00004 .00016

60 .00116 .00265 .00113 .00057 -.00049 .00016 -.00037 -.00057 -.00063 .00048

65 .00125 .00120 .00197 .00245 .00060 -.00038 -.00084 .00047 .00028 -.00020

70 .00049 .00885 .00085 .00047 -.00072 — * 00168 -.00108 -.00092 -.00061 -.00052

Source: Preston et al, (1972)

aDeath rates per 100,000 multiplied by the factor 1o\



In the previous discussion of trends in sex differences in life 

expectancy and mortality, cigarette consumption was reported to be the 

primary causal factor in the increased difference of male and female 

life expectancies and mortality in recent decades. Preston's (1970) 

work in this area appears to be generally accepted by demographers.

Preston examines the accuracy of the Coale-Demeny mortality

models in predicting age-standardized death rates of older adults (age
\

40-69) in 17 Western nations in 1963. He finds that

female errors typically are not large, but their persistent 
direction indicates the presence of a widespread, though 
quantitatively minor, disturbance. The male errors . . .  
suggest recent fundamental changes in the male age pattern 
of mortality that render the Coale-Demeny patterns obsolete for 
these countries (Preston, 1970:7).

Preston concludes that the female deviations from the Coale-Demeny

models are due to favorable changes in maternal mortality.  ̂ the adult

male deviations are due to changing death rates from cardiovascular

diseases, cancer, and bronchitis. Sixty-one percent of the deviations

in this age category are due to cardiovascular diseases. Three hypotheses

are tested to explain the deviations due to these diseases— a genetic,

a social (stress/mobility), and a physical (cigarette consumption). He

concludes that "smoking is responsible for the pattern of excessive adult

mortality" in males (Preston, 1970:18). Nations such as the U.S. and

England and Wales, which have a high cigarette consumption among adults,

have high age-standardized male death rates due to cardiovascular

^Nonetheless, after controlling for changes in maternal mortal
ity, male and female residuals from the model are highly correlated. 
Preston suggests the age-incidence of tuberculosis explains this cor
relation.
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diseases, cancer, and bronchitis. Nations such as Sweden and Denmark,

on the other hand, have lower cigarette consumption and lower death
' 21 rates among males due to these causes.

If Preston is correct that international variation in cigarette 

consumption is the primary cause of international variation in cardio

vascular death rates, then changes in cigarette consumption within a na

tion should be positively related to changes in cardiovascular death 

rates, after the appropriate lagged time. Preston argues that to assess 

the effect of cigarette consumption on excess adult male mortality dur

ing the 1960’s, cigarette consumption per capita in 1935 should be used 

rather than cigarette consumption per capita in I960 on the basis that 

the former more accurately reflects the smoking behavior of males who 

fall in the most susceptible age categories in the 1960’s. This implic

itly assumes that the males who smoked in 1935 continued to smoke until 

the 1 9 6 0 ’ s , or if they quit, the effects of their previous smoking be

havior was irreversible. If Preston is correct in both his assumptions 

and his conclusions, then changes in cardiovascualr death rates between 

I960 and 1964 should reflect changes in cigarette consumption per capita 

between 1935 and 1940 such that the greater the increase in cigarette 

consumption between 1935 and 1940, the greater the increase in cardio

vascular death rates between I960 and 1964. But the correlation between 

these two measures is negative (-.217) rather than positive. Further

more , the correlation between the proportionate change in cigarette ~

^This author noted two errors in Preston’s analysis. First, the 
1935 value of cigarette consumption per capita in Norway reported in 
Preston’s analysis is incorrect. He reports the value 529 while his 
sources report the value 300. Another error is that he does not classi
fy Denmark as Scandanavian in calculating deviations from Coale-Demeny.
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consumption and the proportionate change in cardiovascular death rates 

during these time periods is also negative, whether or not the I960 

cardiovascular death rate of 1935 cigarette consumption per capita is 

held constant (see Table 4.5). These persistently negative correlations 

indicate that the greater the increase in cigarette consumption between 

1935 and 1940, the smaller the increase in cardiovascular death rate, 

between I960 and 1964. These results challenge Preston’s assumption 

that 1935 levels of cigarette consumption per capita is the best mea

sure to use in examining the effect of cigarette consumption on excess 

male mortality due to cardiovascular disease in the 1960’s.

Note in Figure 4.11 that most Scandanavian nations, as well as 

the Netherlands, experienced only small increases in cigarette consump

tion per capita between 1935 and 1940, if any, and these nations actually 

experienced declines in cigarette consumption during the early 1940*s. 

These trends in cigarette consumption per capita are due to the inter

ruption of imports of tobacco as a result of the societal crises during 

the 1930’s and 1940’s. The underlying assumptions of the modernization 

model suggest that it is more appropriate to examine the relationship 

of changes in cigarette consumption in the post-societal crises period 

of 1945 to 1950 to changes in cardiovascular death rates in the early 

19'60’s— assuming that 14 years is a sufficient lag time for the nega

tive effects of cigarette smoking to show up vis-a-vis increased car

diovascular death rates, i.e., 1950 to 1964.

As reported in Table 4.5, the correlation between changes in cig

arette consumption per capita during 1945 to 1950 and changes in cardio

vascular death rates during the early 1960's is positive (.50), as is



Table 4.5. Correlation Coefficients Between Changes in Male Cardiovascular Death Rates (CVDR) and 
Changes in Cigarette Consumption per Capita (CC/C).

CVDR, 1964 minus I960
CVDR, 1964 minus I960 
divided by CVDR, I960

Zero Order Partial3 Zero Order Partial3

A in CC/C, 1935 to 1940 -.217 -.517 ——— ———

A in CC/C, 
divided by

1935 to 1940 
CC/C, 1935 ——— . ——— -.103 -.134

A in CC/C, 1945 to 1950 .500 .489 —  ———

A in CC/C, 1945 to 1950 
divided by CC/C, 1945 ——— -- .590 .684

Source: Preston et al. (1972) and Beese (1972).

^Reported partial correlation coefficients take account of the I960 cardiovascular death rates.
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the correlation between the proportionate change in these measures (.59). 

The latter correlation increases when I960 cardiovascular death rates 

are controlled (.68), but it decreases when 1945 cigarette consumption 

per capita is controlled (.48). These results do not dispute Preston's 

and Retherford's conclusions that cigarette consumption is a primary 

factor in excess adult male mortality in the 1960's, but these correla

tions are. not overwhelming in magnitude, and the probability that changes 

in cigarette consumption during this period are correlated with other 

factors which are also causally related to changes in cardiovascular 

death rates, e.g., changes in diet, stress, and exercise as a result 

of urbanizatipn, should not be ignored despite the fact that Preston and 

Retherford do so. If the correlations of changes in stress levels, diet, 

etc. with changes in cigarette consumption are positive, then the contri

bution of changes in cigarette consumption on changes in cardiovascular 

death rates is less than the reported correlations would imply.

While the appropriate lag of the negative effects of smoking is 

obviously not indexed at T935 since the observed correlations are 

negative, there are potentially problems with using changes in cigarette 

consumption per capita between 1945 and 1950 to predict changes in male 

cardiovascular death rates in the I960's. Cigarette consumption among 

women increased greatly during the World War II period and after, at 

least in the U.S. (Green and Nemzer, 1973). If the increase in cigarette 

consumption among women relative to that for men between 1945 and 1950 

were greater in the Netherlands and Scandanavia than in the other nations 

being considered, the observed positive correlations could be spurious.

If the increase in cigarette consumption by women were greater in nations
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outside Scandanavia and the Netherlands, then the correlations might be 

larger than those reported.

On the other hand, tar and nicotine are two of the major factors 

linking cigarette consumption to cardiovascular disease, yet trends in 

cigarette consumption do not necessarily reflect trends in tar and nico

tine consumption, at least in the U.S. The sale of filtered cigarettes 

rose dramatically in the 1950*5 in the U.S. with a corresponding decrease 

in unfiltered cigarettes. In 1958 several low tar, low nicotine brands 

began to be marketed. The tar and nicotine content of unfiltered ciga

rettes was also lowered through choice of tobacco. In fact, the average 

nicotine content per cigarette sold in the U.S. was 3.01 mg. in 1955 but 

1,79 mg. in 1961. Tar content showed a similar decline. Thus tar and 

nicotine consumption decreased in the U.S. in the 1950*s despite the 

increase in cigarette consumption (Hammond and Garfinkel, 1964). Tar 

and nicotine consumption in the United Kingdom probably showed declines 

similar to those in the U.S. But since most Scandanavian nations, as 

well as the Netherlands import tobacco rather than producing it, and the 

U.S. is a, major exporter of tobacco, it is quite possible that as tar 

and nicotine content decreased in the U.S. through choice of tobacco, 

there was a corresponding increase in tar and nicotine content in 

Northern European nations as lower grades of tobacco were dumped on these 

foreign markets. If this were the case, it might be hypothesized that 

the correlations of changes in cardiovascular death rates in the 1960’s 

and changes in cigarette consumption in the 1950’s, adjusted for changes 

in tar and nicotine content would be strongly positive. This hypothesis
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assumes that changes in tar and nicotine content have relatively imme

diate effects on the incidence of cardiovascular death rates. Seltzer 

(1975), however, found in reexamining three separate longitudinal stud

ies that, among persons aged 65-84, ex-smokers who had quit the habit 

12-16 years earlier did not have significantly lower coronary heart 

disease death rates.

In summary, only moderate support has been demonstrated for the 

hypothesis that changes in cigarette consumption are related to changes 

in cardiovascular death rates. Positive correlations of moderate mag

nitude were found for changes in cigarette consumption per capita be

tween 1945 and 1950 and changes in cardiovascular death rates in the 

early 1960's. It is therefore possible that other factors account for 

a significant portion of the international variation in changes in car

diovascular death rates and in the fit of the modernization model for 

males in the 1960's.

Support for the position that factors other than cigarette con

sumption are responsible for this variation is embedded in Preston’s 

(1970) analysis. In testing the aforementioned social hypothesis, 

Preston calculates the correlation between deviations from Coale-Demeny 

due to cardiovascular disease and several stress/mobility indicators.

The highest of these correlations (.704) is between the deviations and 

percent of the population in cities larger than 100,000. When he con

trols for cigarette consumption in 1935, the correlation drops to .35. 

The correlation between change in percent of the labor force in agricul

ture between 1910 and I960 and male deviations due to cardiovascular
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disease should be positive according to the social hypothesis but is

negative (-.437). Preston (1970:12-13) concludes

Excessive mortality appears to be more a function of the level 
of urbanization/industrialization attained than of the speed 
of attainment. . . , [E]conomic growth and urbanization have 
brought in their train a number of changes more easily demon
strated than increased ’stress' levels, and it seems advisable 
to examine . . .[the effect of cigarette smoking] before 
identifying stress as the mechanism through which industrial
ization affects mortality trends.

He failed to note that cigarette consumption is positively correlated 

with urbanness (Nielsen and Krarup, 1976), and thus by controlling for 

cigarette consumption in 1935, he is in fact correlating change in 

urbanness/industrialization rather than level of urbanness/industrial

ization. Secondly, the change in urbanness indicated by this partial 

correlation is probably more reflective of the rate of change in 

urbanness/industrialization than the measure Preston proposed— change 

in percent of the labor force in agriculture between 1910 and I960.

Percent of the population in cities of 100,000 or more is admit

tedly a rough indicator of stress. It might be argued that the change 

in diet which has occurred with increased urbanization is also an impor

tant factor contributing to the positive correlation between deviations 

due to cardiovascular disease and percent of the population in large 

cities.

Assume for a moment that percent of the population in cities of 

100,000 population is an indicator of not only stress and diet, which are 

positively correlated with cardiovascular disease, but also of avail

ability of medical technology, which should be negatively correlated
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with cardiovascular death rates. For instance, the more available car

diovascular care units are, the less likely heart attack victims are to 

die, given the care units are used of course. Then the correlation be

tween the deviations due to cardiovascular disease and social factors 

such as stress and diet would be higher than .35, but it is attenuated 

in Preston’s analysis, because of the countervailing effects of opposite 

sign. How much higher the correlation would be depends on how strongly 

negative the correlation is between cardiovascular death rates and 

availability of medical technology.

If percent of the population in cities greater than 100,000 is, 

in fact, an indicator of availability of medical technology, some idea 

of the strength of the latter correlation can be obtained by correlating 

deviations due to cancer and percent of the population in cities larger 

than 100,000, assuming that stress/mobility and diet are not salient fac

tors in the incidence of cancer. The correlation is negative as expected 

(-.36), and the magnitude of the correlation increases when cigarette 

consumption in 1935 is controlled (-.792)

While correlations do not show causation, it appears that cer

tain social and physical factors such as stress, diet, and cigarette 

consumption operate at a biological level to increase the incidence of 

cardiovascular disease, cancer, and bronchitis. ■Nonetheless, medical 

technology may intervene to compensate for these factors. If so,

^If changes in diet associated with urbanization are positive
ly correlated with certain types of cancer, as some suggest, then one 
would expect the correlations of percent in cities of 100,000 or more 
and male deviations due to cancer, controlling for changes in diet to 
be less than those reported.
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international patterns of changes in life expectancy reflect variations 

in the availability of medical technology as well as variations in so

cial and physical factors.

This hypothesis appears to be compatible with the basic assump

tions of the modernization model, yet the model fails to accurately de

scribe trends in male life expectancy in the Netherlands and Scandanavia. 

Why? The specifications of the model explicitly assume that the rates 

of the innovation accumulation and use diffusion processes are constant. 

Furthermore, given the fact that some innovations have negative feedback 

effects, but that the rate of change in life expectancy is assumed to be 

positive except during periods of societal crises, the model implicitly 

assumes that innovations with positive effects on life expectancy are 

always a step ahead of those with negative effects.

If the underlying assumptions of the modernization model are 

valid, i.e., life expectancy is a function of innovation accumulation and 

use diffusion, then the assumption of constant rates is questionable 

given recent trends in male life expectancy. Either there has been an 

increase in the diffusion of innovations with negative effects on life 

expectancy, such as cigarettes, or there has been a slowdown in the dif

fusion of innovations to counteract these negative effects, or both. On 

the basis of the previous analysis, it appears both have occurred, though 

not necessarily to the same degree in all nations. As a result, the 

lagged negative effects have predominated in recent years and life ex

pectancy has decreased in some nations. Before exploring respecifica

tions of the model, the parameter estimates of the modernization model 

as specified in Equation 17 will be examined.



In light of the failure of the modernization model to accurately 

describe recent trends in male life expectancy in the Netherlands and 

Scandanavia, the model was reestimated for males in these nations, ex

cluding data after I960. The estimates obtained for the Netherlands, 

Norway, Denmark, and Sweden (see Table 4.6) result in a closer fit to 

observed life expectancies in the 1950?s and are thus used in the fol

lowing analysis of the parameters, unless otherwise noted. Estimates 

for Finland obtained by excluding I960 data are not used in the analysis 

since excluding these points results in only three degrees of freedom 

after estimating the parameters Of the model. Reliable parameter esti

mates for Swedish male life expectancy at age 20 could not be obtained. 

The parameter estimates reported in Table 4.3 are therefore used in the 

following analysis for Swedish males at age 20.

The Parameter Estimates 

The Societal Crisis Parameters

Turning attention to Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.6, the estimates of 

ag and kg can now be examined. Two questions in particular are of inter 

est: (1) are the parameter estimates consistent with the assumptions

of the modernization model and (2) are there international differences 

in the magnitude of the estimates within age-sex categories and, if so, 

which nations have significantly different estimates. Statistical tests 

to address the latter question assume independence of the parameters and 

since the parameters are clearly not independent, such tests are unfor

tunately inappropriate.

When examined separately, the estimates of kg and a^ are in 

general consistent with the assumptions of the modernization model. In
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Table 4. 6. Values of the Parameters Estimated by Equation 17 for 
Trends in Male Life Expectancy at Birth and at Age 20, 
Excluding Data After I960 in Denmark, the Netherlands, 
Norway, and Sweden.

Nation ofi
ex

Og O
ex-ex,t0 a 1a k 1 a2a k3

Life Exoectancv; at Birth

Denmark 71.691 31.017 8.081 .314 .048 — . 069

Netherlands 71.648 37.190 7.650 .391 .280 -.008

Norway 72.296 26.992 8.590 .427 .258 -.120

Sweden 72.541 32.511 crs

oo .309 .217 — .064

Life Expectance• at Aee 20

Denmark 53.861 13.883 8.128 .252 — .828 -.051

Netherlands 54.661 18.058 7.008 .261 ■ .636 -.018

Norway 54.647 12.552 10.063 .344 -1.703 -.195

Sweden*3 — — — — — — — — — -- —

aThe variable t was scaled as t = (year - 1840)/10 in estimating the 
parameters. To obtain the year corresponding to the point of inflection, 
a.|, multiply a-| by 10 and add that product to 1840. To obtain the year 
equivalent of the change in the point of inflection, ag, multiply ag by 
10.

^Reliable parameter estimates could not be obtained.
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particular, 85 percent of the kg estimates are negative, supporting the 

assumption that there is a slowdown in the rate of use diffusion and in

novation accumulation during societal crises. Sixty percent of the ag 

estimates are positive, suggesting that, in general, the lagged effects 

of societal crises result in lower values of life expectancy in post- 

societal crisis periods.

On the other hand, the large percentage of negative estimates of 

&2 (40 percent) questions the assumption of the inevitability of lower 

post-societal crisis life expectancies. This percentage might be 15 

percent higher if it were not for the occurrence of positive estimates 

of kg. As discussed in Appendix A, positive estimates of kg do not con
tradict the assumptions of the modernization model, they are merely 

artifacts of the constraint that k^ + kg be greater than zero. But 

these positive estimates of kg require positive estimates of a2 , which 

might otherwise be negative. Estimates of kg and a2 should thus be 

considered jointly in assessing whether or not the estimates are consis

tent with the assumptions of the model.

In that case, fully 55 percent of the nation-age-sex categories 

have estimates of the societal crisis parameters which are not in the 

predicted direction. Sixty-four percent of these unexpected estimates 

occur for life expectancy at age 20 and there is a slight tendency for 

the unexpected estimates to occur among females (55 percent). The 

relatively high incidence of these unexpected estimates and the propen

sity for them to occur for life expectancy at age 20 demand a substan

tive explanation.
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McKeown (1978:109) notes the importance of the diffusion of sulfa 

drugs and other antibiotics in the lowering of death rates due to infec

tious diseases after their initial discovery in 1935. The rapid accumu

lation and diffusion of such powerful drugs could dampen the immediate 

effects of the societal crises (if D1 is first defined as one in the 

1930*s) and/or result in higher life expectancies in the post-societal 

crisis experience. In the latter case, negative estimates of would 

be reasonable, especially since data for the 1940*8 are not generally 

available.

Preston (1976:43) tests McKeown*s hypothesis in the "world" data 

discussed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Controlling for region, 

his results show there was an abrupt acceleration in progress against 

respiratory tuberculosis after 1945 among both males and females, but 

not against "other infectious and parasitic" diseases. There was also 

an acceleration in combating maternal causes of death and, among males, 

influenza, bronchitis, and pneumonia. If Preston’s results are to lend 

support to the validity of the unexpected estimates of ag, then Sweden 

and Norway, particularly the latter, should have such negative estimates 

since.these nations have experienced unusually high death rates due to 

tuberculosis and other respiratory diseases (Preston, 1976:34). The 

estimates of ag are in fact negative in Norway for both males and fe

males at age 20, but only Swedish males have a negative ag estimate.

The estimate of kg for adult Swedish females is positive rather than 

negative, however. It is therefore possible that the positive estimate 

of ag for Swedish females is only artifactual.
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Preston’s results are too general to explain nation by nation 

variations in the parameter estimates of kg and ag. At this point one 

may only make conjectures based on Preston’s general findings reported 

previously.

Since Preston found sex differences in the causes of death in

volved in abrupt changes in mortality trends, it is to be expected that 

sex variations in the sign of the societal crisis parameters will occur. 

Only in nations where both sexes are highly afflicted by a disease which 

experienced an abrupt decrease in its rates as a cause of death after 

1945 (or 1935) would one necessarily expect a negative ag for both 

sexes.^ Sweden and. Norway are thus expected to have negative ag esti

mates for both sexes due to the prominence of tuberculosis among both 

sexes in these nations. Furthermore, it is not bothersome that these 

results are obtained only for life expectancy at age 20 since tubercu

losis is associated primarily with adult mortality.

. Keyfitz (1977:62) shows that when a fixed quantity 6 is subtract

ed from mortality at every age, the relative change in life expectancy 

at birth equals the change in the death rate 6 multiplied by the mean 

age in the life table population, or
O

Ae _-s2- = xs.

Even then abrupt increases in say cardiovascular disease and 
neoplasms could outweigh the abrupt decrease in other causes of death 
for a given sex within a given nation so that one sex would have a 
positive ag estimate and the other sex would have a negative ag estimate, 
e.g», the United States-, Or, both sexes could have positive estimates 
of a2 , e*g», England and Wales-,



Assume instead that a fixed quantity n is subtracted from mortality at 

every age over age a, a > 0, rather than from every age. Then the 

relative change in life expectancy at age a is
O

where is the mean age of the life table population over age a, minus 

a (i.e., if a is 20 and the mean age over age 20 is 55, then Xgo is 35). 

To determine the relative change in life expectancy at birth given that 

n is subtracted from mortality at ages a and older, assume n' is sub-
Intracted from mortality at all ages where n' = ■fii— , ThenwO

Ao
o-a = T  n' 
eo

where x" is the mean age of the life table population. Note that V  <n 

and that the difference between n* and r\ increases as a increases (i.e., 

as the number of age categories younger than those experiencing the mor

tality decline n increases). If 13c - 3ca i is small relative to n - n*, 

then the relative change in life expectancy at birth is less than the 

relative change in life expectancy at age a. Abrupt changes in adult 

life expectancy may therefore not show up in trends in life expectancy 

at birth.

On the other hand, estimates of ag could be in the predicted 

direction for adult life expectancy but not for life expectancy at birth 

if the abrupt mortality changes were concentrated in causes of death 

associated with childhood. Italian life expectancy may be a case in 

point. The preferred estimates of a2 for Italian life expectancy at 

birth is negative for both sexes while the estimates of a2 are positive
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for both sexes for life expectancy at age 20. Significant changes in 

trends of diarrheal death rates after 19#5 were not detected in Preston's 

analysis, but this does not necessarily invalidate the conjecture that 

parameter estimates in a specific nation reflect abrupt changes in diar

rheal death rates taking Preston's data and method of analysis into 

account. A cursory analysis of trends in the age-standardized death 

rates due to diarrheal diseases in Italy suggests the hypothesis is 

tenable.

Alternatively, the positive estimates of ag for Italian adult 

life expectancy may be an artifact of the positive estimates of kg. In 

that case, it is unknown whether the observed abrupt increases in life 

expectancy at birth in the post-societal crisis period are a consequence 

of abrupt changes in childhood and infant mortality as well as abrupt 

changes in adult mortality or just a spillover of abrupt changes in 

adult mortality.

In Switzerland, estimates of ag are negative for both sexes for 

life expectancy in both age categories and the estimates of kg are 

negative for both sexes in both age categories. Since the negative es

timates of a2 are larger in magnitude for life expectancy at age 20, 

the negative a2 estimate for life expectancy at birth in Switzerland is 

probably a spillover effect of abrupt changes in adult mortality— ■ 

particularly changes in tuberculosis death rates.

In summary, estimates of kg support the assumption there is a 

slowdown in the rate of use diffusion of innovations affecting life ex

pectancy during periods of societal crises. In general, estimates of 

a2 are also in the predicted direction for life expectancy at birth.
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The positive ag estimates indicate life expectancies at birth in the 

post-societal crisis period were lower than would be predicted by trends 

in the pre-societal crisis period. While some nations experienced 

abrupt increases in adult life expectancies in the post-societal crisis 

period (indicated by negative estimates of a2) due to the discovery of 

sulfa drugs, in other nations the positive consequences of the diffu

sion of these drugs were outweighed by abrupt increases in degenerative 

diseases among older adults.

The Slope Parameters

The basic modernization model assumes that innovations accumulate 

and diffuse as an exponential process at a constant rate . It also 

assumes that the rate of change in life expectancy is a positive function 

of these processes such that the larger , the larger the rate of change 

in life expectancy. But the rate of change is also a function of changes 

in the age structure of mortality; as the age distribution of deaths be

comes concentrated at the older ages, it becomes increasingly difficult
o n o

to attain large shifts in life expectancy. Assuming that (e_ - ev + )x x,u0
is an indicator of changes in the age structure of mortality, then the

O $ O
larger (ev - ev f ), the larger the rate of change in life expectancy» x * o

On the other hand, some innovations have lagged negative effects 

on life expectancy, and with an increasing diffusion of these accumulat

ing innovations, the rate of change in life expectancy begins to slow. 

These lagged negative effects are taken into account via the parameter 

a^ such that the larger a^, the smaller the rate of change in life ex

pectancy.
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As shown in Equation 19, each of these parameters are in fact 

important in determining the slope of the modernization model. The 

mathematical interdependence of these parameters accounts for the high 

observed correlations among these parameters, as well as the previously 

mentioned high correlations of ag and kg with these parameters. As a 

result, it is again not meaningful to test for international differences 

in the parameters individually.

There are some substantively interesting relationships in the

direction of the observed correlations among these parameters. Both a-j 
°and (ex - ex ^  ) are generally negatively correlated with k-j, but posi

tively correlated with each other. That is, the smaller the rate of 

innovation accumulation and use diffusion, the longer it takes for the 

lagged negative effects to become predominant in determining the rate of 

change in life expectancy. The higher the rate of innovation accumula

tion and use diffusion, the smaller the predicted range of increases in 

life expectancy. Within age-sex categories, nations with a high rate 

of innovation accumulation generally began to experience significant in

creases in life expectancy relatively late in time and these increases 

usually level off rather quickly. These relationships are a consequence 

of the observed changes in life expectancy, rather than a consequence of 

inherent constraints of the model.

Before turning to an examination of international variations in 

slopes, a few methodological comments concerning the role of the soci

etal crisis parameters in the slope are in order. Appendix A points out 

that merely shifts the reference curve and does not alter its slopei 

Thus, it does not matter whether D2 is defined as zero or one in the
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slope given by Equation 19; either definition of D2 yields the same es

timate of the slope to within one decimal place. If D1 is defined as

by pre-and post-societal crises trends in life expectancy. But if D1 

is defined as one, then Equation 19 is the slope of the curve describing 

what trends in life expectancy would have had to have been in the pre- 

societal crisis period to predict the observed life expectancies during 

the societal crisis. In the following analysis, international variations 

in the slope when Dl is defined as zero and D2 is defined as one will 

first be examined. These results will then be compared to those obtained 

when D1 is defined as one.

An F test may again be used to determine whether there are sig

nificant international differences in slopes within age-sex categories.

Let p jj be the values of ex t̂ predicted by Equation 17 when the national 

data within age-sex categories are pooled and when there are no param-
A  Op4- rstn vt/tvtei*- -i yi 4- e T A 4- ft Kti 4* Vita xr m 1 n c? r\ -P a TinciH Kxr T7nn *3 4- i

strained to be equal across nations within a given age-sex category0 

Then,

the number of parameters estimated in the unconstrained model (i.e.,

zero, Equation 19 is the slope of the reference curve which is determined

O

17, again with pooled data but with (e.

10

.ibi- n-k (22)
q

where nj is the total degrees of freedom in nation j , n = z
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k = 60), q is the difference in the number of parameters estimated in 

the constrained and unconstrained equations (i.e., q =36), and are
O

the observed values of ex ^  in nation j.

The F* ratio is significant at the .01 level for male and female

life expectancy at birth and for female life expectancy at age 20.

Despite numerous attempts, it was not possible to obtain a least squares

solution to the above constrained model for male life expectancy at age

20. It was therefore decided to test for international differences by

an alternative method.

Duncan's New Multiple Range test is similar to an F test in that

it permits decision of whether there are significant differences in means.

In addition, this procedure allows one to decide which sets of means are

significantly different. To use this multiple range test to test for

differences in slopes, the procedure is slightly different (see Steel

and Torrie, I960:107-109). In'testing for differences in means, it is

necessary to calculate s_, which is equal to the square root of the errorx
mean square of an analysis of variance divided by the number of observa

tions used in determining the mean. In this analysis, s^ is substituted

for s_, where p indicates the slope, and s is approximated as 
x p

10where n. is the total degrees of freedom in nation j, n = i n 1, and 
J j=1 J

Sp^j is the variance of the slope in nation j. Thus, Sp is the weighted
2 2 average of spjj and it is assumed the variance of of the Slopes are

equal across nations within age-sex categories.
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The variance of the slope in nation j may be approximated as
4

var Zj + 21 - i,k=1î k
cov

o* owhere z^ are the parameters (ex - ex>fc ), kf, a^ and ag, f* are the i
derivatives of Equation 19 with respect to the z^ evaluated at the param

eter estimates obtained from fitting the data to Equation 17 with 

no parameter constraints, var is the variance of the parameters z^, 

and coy z^z^ is the covariance of the parameters z^z^ In calculating

summarized in Table 4.7. Two slopes not underscored by the same line 

are significantly different at the .05 "protection" level. Two slopes 

underscored by the same line do not differ significantly at the .05 level. 

A dotted line means there was no significant difference when only the 

first decimal place is considered.

life expectancy at birth in England and Wales and Finland are signif

icantly larger than the slopes in all other nations considered as a sub-

at age 20. For this age category, only Finland has a significantly larger 

slope for males and only England and Wales for females. With the excep

tion of male life expectancy at age 20, there are additional significant 

differences, but there is no consistent pattern across age-sex categories.

There are thus two important findings in this analysis. There 

are no consistent regional differences in the slopes and the international

pS •- D1 is assumed to be zero: otherwise z. would also include k«.

The results of applying Duncan's New Multiple Range test are

It is obvious from these summaries that the slope of trends in

set, for both males and females. This is not the case for life expectancy



Table 4.7. Summary of Tests within Age-Sex Categories of Life Expectancy for International Differences 
in Slopes Calculated by Equation 19 with D1 Defined as Zero.

Life Expectancy at Birth
Switzer United Nether England

Males land Denmark Sweden States Norway Italy France lands Finland and Wales
3.66 3.88 4.02 4.09 4.34 4.61 4.96 5.6 6.20 6.21

Switzer United Nether England
Females land Sweden Denmark States Norway Italy France lands Finland and Wales

3.91 3.95 4.04 4.10 4.35 4.93 5.09 5.20 5.61 5.88

Life Expectancy at Age 20

Males Sweden Denmark 
1.49 1.51

Switzer- 
Norway land
1.68 1.73

. France 
1.74

Italy
2.00

Nether
lands
2.03

United
States
2.43

England 
and Wales Finland

3.08 5.52

Females United Switzer- Nether- England
Norway States Denmark Sweden land Finland lands Italy France and Wales
1.59 1.73 1.81 1.99 2.01 2.03 2.31 2.69 2.86 3.20

.

aTwo nations not underscored by the same line have significantly different slopes at the .05 protection 
level; W o  nations underscored by the same line have slopes that do not differ significantly at the .05 
protection level. A dotted line indicates two slopes did not differ significantly if only one decimal 
place is considered.
^A slope of 1.0 indicates that at the point of inflection, life expectancy increased at the rate of one 
additional year of life expectancy per decade.
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differences Observed are not entirely consistent across age-sex catego

ries.

To test for international differences in slopes when D1 is de

fined as One and thus kg is included in the calculation of the slope, 

let Ujj denote the values of life expectancy predicted by Equation 17
O

with (ex - ex t̂ ), kj, kg, a^, and a2 constrained to be equal across 

nations and with pooled data within age-sex. categories. Then the dif

ference in the number of parameters estimated in the constrained and un

constrained equations is 45. Let F'* be the ratio given in Equation 22 

given the above constraints. A least squares solution was obtained in 

all age-sex categories and the F* * ratio is significant at the .01 level 

in all cases. The values of the slope obtained when kg is included in 

the calculation are presented in Table 4.8. As in Table 4.7, the slopes 

are presented in increasing order within age-sex categories, but Duncan’s 

New Multiple Range test was not performed to determine in which nations 

these slopes significantly differ.

It is interesting that nations with the largest slopes in Table 

4.7, where the parameter kg is not included in the slope calculation, 

generally have relatively small slopes in Table 4.8 where kg is included. 

It would appear then that England and Finland suffered the most in terms 

of absolute declines in the slope of life expectancy increases. Finnish 

male life expectancy at age 20 is an exception to this generalization, 

however. On the other hand, positive estimates of kg indicate the slow

down in the rate of innovation accumulation and use diffusion during the 

societal crisis period. Thus, those nation-age-sex categories which 

have larger slopes in Table 4.8 than in Table 4.7 may be considered to



Table 4.8. Values of Slopes Calculated by Equation 19 with D1 Defined as One For Life Expectancy at
Birth and at Age 20 by Nation and Sex.

Life Expectancy at Birth

Males Finland France
England 
and Wales Denmark Norway Sweden

Switzer
land

United
States Italy

Nether
lands

1.65 2.10 2.69 3.20 3.26 3.36 3.51 3.68 4.16 5.49

Females Finland
England 

and Wales Sweden Denmark
United
States

Switzer
land Norway Italy

Nether
lands France

2.23 3.0 3.24 3.35 3.65 3.73 3.77 4.35 5.56 7.21

Life Expectancy at Age 20

Males Norway
England 

and Wales France
Switzer
land Denmark Sweden

United
States

Nether
lands Italy Finland

.92 .93 .98 1.26 1.29 1.29 1.87 1,93 4.62 5.00

Females Finland Norway
England 
and Wales

United
States Denmark

Switzer
land

Nether
lands Sweden Italy France

.66 .95 1.13 1.21 1.22 1.56 2.04 2.53 3.47 3.58

aA slope of 1,0 indicates that at the point of inflection, life expectancy increased at the rate of one 
additional year of life expectancy per decade.
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have suffered the most, in terms of proportionate declines in the rate 

of increase in life expectancy, from the societal crisis (i.e., French 

female life expectancy at birth, Italian male life expectancy at age 

20 and Swedish, Italian and French female life expectancy at age 20).

Multiple range tests were not performed on the slopes reported 

in Table 4.8 because many of these slope estimates are highly unstable 

with alternative dummy variable constructions relative to World War I 

(see Appendix A). One way to overcome this instability would be to im

pose equivalent dummy variable constructions for all age and sex 

specific trends in all nations. This procedure would eliminate a great 

deal of the ambiguity in attempting to make international, as well as 

sex and age, comparisons, but the criteria for specifying the dummy 

variables would necessarily be somewhat arbitrary given that it is not 

possible to test for significant reductions in the residual sum of 

squares between alternative specifications. However, the position taken 

in this study has been that there may well be age and sex, as well as 

international, variations in the effects of societal crises. Therefore, 

the procedure has been to accept the dummy variable construction that 

best describes trends in life expectancy for a given set of data. Given 

the questionable quality of some of the earlier data and the existence 

of missing data in belligerent nations during the two world wars, sub

stantive explanations of variations in the preferred dummy variable con

struction have not been stressed, however.

Despite this caveat, the slope reported in Tables 4.7 and 4.8

will be examined for sex and age differences before turning attention
«■«to the final parameter of the modernization model, e^.
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The .ratio of the slope for female life expectancy to that for 

males is used as a measure of sex differences in the rate of increase.

A ratio greater than 1.0 indicates that life expectancy increased at a 

faster rate for females than for males; a ratio of less than 1.0 indi

cates that male life expectancy was increasing faster. In interpreting ; 

these ratios, it must be kept in mind that the slopes are calculated at 

the point of inflection, and the point of inflection may vary by sex, 

as well as by age and nation. Thus the slope ratios do hot necessarily 

compare the rates of increase during a given time period, but rather 

compare the rates of increase at comparable stages of vital history, 

i.e., during the period of most rapid increase for each sex. This time 

period is given by the estimates of a-, for the reference curve and by 

a-] +'&2 for the shifted reference curve.

The left panel of Table 4.9 reports the sex ratio of slopes 

ignoring the change in slopes during the societal crises (i.e., the 

slope ratios are based on the slopes reported in Table 4.7). Since this 

set of sex ratios reflects differences in the rate of increase of the 

(shifted) reference curve, and that curve is determined by pre- and post- 

societal crisis trends in life expectancy, these slope ratios reflect 

sex differences in the rate of increase during the pre- and post-societal 

crisis periods. While attention is focused on slope ratios obtained 

using preferred dummy variable constructions, which may vary by sex,

Table 4.9 also reports, when applicable, the ratio of slopes obtained 

when equivalent dummy variable constructions are imposed on both sexes. 

These ratios are reported in parentheses.
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Table 4.9. Sex Ratios of Slopes of Full Modernization Model for Life 
Expectancy at Birth and at Age 20 by Nation when Societal 
Crises Effects are Ignored and when Societal Crises 
Effects are Taken into Account in Calculating the Slopes.

Societal Crises 
Effects Ignored

Societal Crises Effects 
Taken into Account

Nation

Life 
Expectancy 
at Birth

Life 
Expectancy 
at Age 20

Life 
Expectancy 
at Birth

Life 
Expectancy 
at Age 20

Denmark 1.04 1.20 1.05 . 95

England and Wales .9b 1.04 1.12 1.22

Finland .90 .52 1.35 .13

France
1.03

(1.19)a
(1,01)b

1.64
(1.01)a
(1.39)b

3.43 
(2.90)a 
(1.46)b

3.65 
(1.13)a 
(2.69)b

Italy 1,07 1.34 1.05 .75

Netherlands .93 1.14 
(1.02)b

1.01 1.06
(,89)b

Norway 1.00 .95 1.16 1.03

Sweden .98 1.33 .96 1.96

Switzerland 1.07 1.16 1.06 1.24

United States 1.00
.71 

(1.07)a 
. (1.I6)b

.99
.65 

(«86)a 
(1.85)b

aDummy variable construction specified for males in Table A.
used for females, 
bDummy variable construction specified for females in Table

1 also 

A.1 also
used for males,
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The ratios in the left panel of Table 4.9 are fairly consistent 

at about 1.0 for life expectancy at birth, indicating few differences 

between male and female'rates of increase at this age category. The 

ratios for life expectancy at age 20 are much more variable, but are 

generally greater than 1.0. This result can be explained by reexamining 

the individual parameter estimates that enter into the slope calculation 

(Equation 19). As in the case of life expectancy at birth, the rate of 

innovation accumulation and use diffusion, k-j, is always larger for 

males than for females. The estimates of k-j therefore imply that males 

should have a larger rate of increase in life expectancy than females; 

but greater usage of certain types of innovations also implies greater 

negative feedback effects. If men use these innovations with negative 

effects more frequently than women, then the higher rate of use diffusion 

among men may well result in a net advantage for women. The parameter 

a-j takes these negative feedback effects into account, and the differ

ence in estimates of a^ for males and females favors women (i.e., women

have larger estimates of a^). The negative feedback effects are also 
°a 0reflected in e„ - ev ¥ — the range of increases— in that these negative x x,t0

effects result in compressing the age structure of mortality, thereby 

slowing down the rate of increase in life expectancy. Differences in 

the magnitude of the range estimates therefore account for part of the 

age and international differences in the variation of the sex slope ra

tios. The male to female ratio of the ranges is larger for life expec

tancy at age 20 than at birth; at birth the ratio is always greater than 

.70, but at age 20 only four of the ten ratios are greater than . 7 0 . ®
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Holding differences in k-j and constant, the closer the range 

ratio is to-1.0, the more likely the slope ratio will approximate 1.0. 

The nations with the highest sex slope ratios, France and Sweden, have 

range ratios around .50 and also have estimates of k^ that are relative

ly equal in magnitude. Thus the negative feedback effects account for 

the fact that female life expectancy was increasing much faster than 

that for males. Yet those nations with the lowest range ratios, Finland 

and the U.S., do not have the highest sex slope ratios as would be ex

pected on the basis of the above discussion. In fact, their sex slope 

ratios are conspicuously low, indicating that male life expectancy was 

increasing at a more rapid rate than that for females. This is due to 

the relatively large difference in estimates of k-j in these two nations. 

Examining Figures 4.3 and 4.10 it is apparent there was a lag in the on

set of significant increases in adult life expectancy for males relative 

to that for females in Finland and the U.S. This lag is a consequence 

of high mortality rates due to violence (including war-related deaths) 

and/or industrial accidents that kept the rate of increase in male life 

expectancy artificially low during the late nineteenth century and the 

earliest decades of the twentieth century (Retherford, 1975:22). Once 

the conditions supporting high death rates from these causes were

^This number would probably be five rather than four if reliable 
estimates could have been obtained for Swedish male life expectancy at 
age 20 excluding post-1960 data.

^In all but one of these four nations the slope for males is 
based on data which exclude post-1960 trends in life expectancy while 
the slope for females is based on data which include post-1960 data 
(i.e., the Netherlands, Denmark, and Norway). Nonetheless, the range 
ratios are still larger than .70 in these nations when male post-I960 
trends are included for purposes of parameter estimation.
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changed, adult male life expectancy began to rise very quickly. But 

almost immediately after this period of rapid increase was initiated, 

the societal crises began and the rate of increase in male life expec

tancy was again depressed below that implied by the rate of innovation 

and diffusion.

In all but.two nations the sex slope ratios in the right panel 

of Table 4.9 are similar in magnitude to those in the left panel. This 

finding indicates that the effect of the societal crises on life expec

tancy at birth were about equal in magnitude for males and females, ex

cept in Finland and France. Finnish and French males appear to have 

suffered much greater effects than females in terms of a slowdown in 

life expectancy from the societal crises. Recall from the earlier dis

cussion of international variations in the slope that positive estimates 

of kg generally indicate a larger societal crisis effect than negative 

kg estimates. Since the estimate of kg for French female life expectan

cy at birth is positive while the estimate of kg is negative for males, 
it may be concluded that the increase in the slope ratio is artifactual. 

Only in Finland did males suffer much greater effects from the societal 

crises than did females.

The results for life expectancy at age 20 are again more vari

able than those for life expectancy at birth. Five nations experienced 

a change greater than .20 in the sex slope ratios at age 20. The slope 

ratios in France and Sweden are even larger once the effects of the so

cietal crises are taken into account than they are ignoring these ef

fects. But in both nations the estimate of kg is positive for females
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and negative for males. So actually the societal crises effects in 

France and Sweden were larger for females than for males.^

On the other hand, the change in the slope ratios for Italy, 

Finland,• and Denmark suggest that females suffered greater effects from 

the societal crises than males. Both Italian males and females have 

positive estimates of kg, however, and the estimate is larger for males 

than for females. Thus, the effects of the societal crises were in fact 

greater for adult Italian males than females, but greater for Finnish 

and Danish (as well as French and Swedish) females than males.

In summary, these sex slope ratios indicate that, ignoring the 

effects of the societal crises, there is not much difference in the 

predicted rate of increase in male and female life expectancy at birth 

prior to the late 1950’s in the nations considered herein. While there 

are larger sex differences for life expectancy at age 20, these differ

ences do not always favor females. In examining the slope ratios re

ported in the right panel of Table 4.9, attention has focused on the 

differences in sex slope ratios when the societal crises are ignored and 

when they are not rather than on the magnitudes of the estimates obtained 

when the societal crises are taken into account. Using this approach, 

it is possible to discuss the relative effects of the societal crises 

for males and females. But to prevent drawing incorrect conclusions, 

the sign of the kg estimates must be considered when interpreting this

^The reader may question this result after reexamining Figure 
4.4, but as discussed in Appendix A, the magnitude of kg, and thus the 
change in slope for each sex, is determined primarily by the effect of 
the first societal crisis defined via the D1 dummy variable. In the 
case of France and Sweden, this is World War I, (Table A.1 reports the 
preferred dummy variable constructions.)
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change in the sex slope ratios. Then it is found that, when sex differ

ences in the effects of the societal crises exist, females usually ex

perienced a greater slowdown in the predicted rate of increase in life 

expectancy than males.

The Upper Asymptote Parameter
eoRecall that the parameter ex is the upper asymptote of trends in 

life expectancy predicted by the modernization model. It was introduced 

into the model under the assumption that there is a genetic limit to life 

expectancy. The rapid diffusion of innovations with negative feedback 

effects on life expectancy, such as cigarettes, pesticides, and other 

chemicals, erects a nongenetic barrier to attaining the genetic limit, 

particularly through high death rates due to cardiovascular diseases and 

neoplasms. Populations' in which there is a greater use of, or exposure 

to, these innovations should have lower estimates of ex . Males, who are 

exposed to more of these innovations largely as a result of sex roles 

(e.g., in personal habits and work roles), should therefore have lower 

estimates of ex .

Examining Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.5, it is obvious that males do
og

in fact have consistently lower estimates of ex « U.S., English, Finnish,
O »and French males have the lowest estimates of ex . With the exception of 

France, which has unusually high death rates due to cirrhosis (Preston, 

1970), these nations had the highest age-standardized male,death rates 

due to cardiovascular diseases in 1964. England and Wales and Finland 

also had the highest death rates due to neoplasms (Preston, 1972).
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Respecifioafcions of the Model 

The failure of the modernization model of Equation 17 to ac

curately describe recent trends in male life expectancy in the Nether

lands and Scandanavia implies there is a specification problem in the 

model. The substantive grounds for respecifying the model remain un

clear at this point, however.

Recall from Chapter 2 that mortality declined very rapidly in 

Latin America between 1930 and I960, and then the declines experienced 

a significant slowdown during the 1960‘s. The rapid declines after 1930 

are generally assumed to be primarily due to the importation of medical 

and public health technologies. It was suggested that the slowdown 

during the 1960‘s in Latin America is a result of a lack of the "avail

ability and accessibility of an efficient health service infrastructure 

and a vigorous health policy, together with [a lack of] overall progress 

in the socioeconomic field . . ." (World Health Organization, 1974:676).

Preston shows, as does the previous analysis of the societal 

crisis parameters of the modernization model, that more developed na

tions also experienced significant mortality declines between 1930 and 

I960. He suggests that the declines in these nations were also due to 

the importation of medical technology. Given the similarity of mor

tality trends in Latin America and male mortality trends in the Nether

lands and Scandanavia during this period, it seems logical to postulate 

that the slowdown in the latter nations may be due to factors similar 

to those in Latin America.

Once mortality due to infectious and parasitic diseases is re

duced to a threshold minimal, further declines in adult mortality must



dome about through a reduction of deaths due to causes such as accidents 

violence, cardiovascular diseases, and neoplasms. Medical technologies 

to reduce death rates due to cardiovascular diseases and neoplasms are 

not easily imported unless there is also a sufficient availability and 

accessibility of highly skilled medical technicians. This is not the 

case for the implementation of specific vaccines and drugs, the core of 

the medical technologies imported between 1930 and I960 by the more 

developed nations (Preston, 1976:81).

If certain nations, i.e., the Netherlands and Scandanavia, rely

on importing new medical innovations, and do not have a sufficient avail

ability and accessibility of skilled technicians, then the recent change 

in the cause of death structure and in the nature of medical technology 

may explain the observed slowdown, and in some nations the reversal, 

in recent trends in male life expectancy in these nations.

In essence, then, what is being postulated is that since I960 

there has been an increase in the lagged negative feedback effects of 

certain innovations and a corresponding “decrease in the diffusion of 

innovations to counteract these negative effects in the Netherlands and 

Scandanavia. The simplest way to respecify the modernization model to 

take these changes into account is to encorporate additional variables 

into the model, as was done for the effect of societal crises. Then, 

Equation 13 becomes

dev f QI. exp[ki+kqD1+kcD4]— 2WL = — :-- ---- 2-------1— _ ---- 2---   (23)
dt exp [ (k -j +k gD 1 +k,_D4) (C .j +C2D2+C 3) ]
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and the integrated form of Equation (23) is

O Og o$ o
ex,t = ex ~ (ex~ex,t )®xp[exp[-(kj+kgD1+kgD4)(ai+a2D2+agD3)]]

exp[-exp[(k1+kgD1+kgD4)(t-(3^+3202+3gD3))]] (24)

k 1+koD1+KcD4
where a-i = -— ----— — » aoD2 - OpD2, arid asD3 = C3D3. One further1 ki+kgD1+KgD4 ^ 2 3 3
change should be made. In fitting Equation 17 to trends in life expec

tancy , the dummy variable D2 was constructed such that once D2 took on 

the value one, it remained defined as one. In fitting Equation 23, the 

value of D2 should change back to zero once the dummy variable D4 first 

takes on the value one. By redefining the dummy variable D2 in this 

manner, the dummy variables for societal crises and the dummy variables 

for the 1 9 6 0 ' s  and 1970's will be independent.

There is another possible explanation for the recent trends in 

male life expectancy, however. Suppose there has been a general slow

down in all nations in the accumulation of medical innovations to coun

teract the more prominent degenerative diseases, but that males in some 

nations, e.g., the U.S. and England and Wales, have changed their per

sonal habits somewhat. That is, suppose that personal prevention rather 

than medical intervention has been the causal mechanism of the continued 

increase in male life expectancy in certain nations. This suggests then 

that such personal prevention has been lacking in the Netherlands and 

Scandanavia. Such preventative measures at the individual level may 

include changes in eating habits, exercise habits, and smoking habits.

There is some support for this position, at least in the U.S. 

in relation to changes in smoking habits. Between 1966 and 1970, the
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percent of U.S. men who smoke dropped from 51.9 percent to 42.3 percent 

(Green and Nemzer, 1973). Some researchers attribute this decline to 

governmental regulations, e.g, the caution label on cigarettes, the ban 

on television cigarette advertisements, and the requirement to broadcast 

anti-smoking public service announcements, as well as to voluntary health 

organizations, such as the American Cancer Society (Green and Nemzer, 

1973). On the other hand, none of the Scandanavian nations had passed 

such governmental regulations as late as 1974 (Egsmose et al., 1974).

As mentioned previously, there has also been a reduction in tar and 

nicotine content of cigarettes consumed in the U.S. It is possible, 

then, that international differences in the diffusion of information of 

the causes and thus means of prevention of the degenerative diseases at 

the individual level explain the observed international variations in 

recent trends in life expectancy.

Equations 23 and 24 can also be used as a respecification of the 

modernization model for this individual prevention hypothesis. The pre

dicted sign of the estimated parameters kg and ag would be the same as 

for the medical intervention hypothesis.

Of course, it is also very probable that international varia

tions in individual prevention and medical intervention have both con

tributed to the observed international differences in recent trends in 

adult male life expectancy. For instance, there is some evidence of 

"popular dissatisfaction" with the medical profession in Denmark:

During one study in a Danish medium-sized town patients were 
asked if they had ever refrained from seeking the services of 
a doctor in a situation when they felt a doctor was needed, 
twenty-seven percent of the population affirmed that they had 
experienced such a situation. The reasons were predominantly
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(about 3/4 of the oases) negative anticipation of the value of 
the doctor's help, experience of poor communication with doc
tors, fear of examination or treatment, and such circumstances 
as waiting too long or the doctor being too busy (Gannik and 
Launso, 1978:219).

The reluctance to take advantage of available medical technicians is 

generally greater for males than for females (Verbrugge, 1976). As a 

result, degenerative diseases may more often be in advanced stages be

fore males seek professional help, and by that time available medical 

innovations may be of less value.

These explanations for the international differences in recent 

trends in male life expectancy suggest that the structural and cultural 

dimensions of socioeconomic modernization are very intertwined, and 

perhaps not separable, in this period as in previous periods.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION■ \

The research reported in this dissertation represents an attempt 

to build on previous work in the field of demography through the devel

opment and evaluation of a mathematical model for trends in life expec

tancy. The purpose of this model is not to forecast future trends in 

life expectancy, but to specify the causal mechanisms underlying trends 

in life expectancy. Recognizing that theoretical conceptions of these 

causal mechanisms are inherently theoretical conceptions of social 

change, this dissertation is also an attempt to integrate demographic 

research on mortality with research in social change, specifically 

mathematical models of social change.

Traditional theoretical conceptions of the causal mechanisms un

derlying mortality levels postulate that either economic factors solely 

determine mortality trends (the Malthusian explanation) or that noneco

nomic factors are the major determinants (the demographic transition 

theory). As discussed in Chapter 2, many demographers now consider it 

impossible to determine which set of factors is the primary cause of 

trends in life expectancy, partly due to. the interdependence of eco

nomic and noneconomic factors. Some demographers therefore question 

whether, for instance, medical and public health technologies, which are 

traditionally considered noneconomic factors, are not in fact economic 

factors.

122
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The model proposed herein assumes that trends in life expectan

cy are a consequence of the process of socioeconomic modernization and 

thus both economic and noneconomic factors are considered critical de

terminants . Structural changes brought about by socioeconomic moderniza

tion create as by-products the development and accumulation of medical 

and public technologies, as well as of industrial and agricultural tech

nologies. In addition, changes brought about by the cultural dimension 

of socioeconomic modernization affect trends in life expectancy through 

encouraging a high rate of diffusion of these innovations.

Both of these processes of social change— innovation accumula

tion and use diffusion— have been examined empirically by Hamblin et al. 

(1973). The mathematical formulation of these processes which they pre

sent is thus the cornerstone of the mathematical model proposed herein. 

While these processes operate at a constant rate to increase life expec

tancy, two other factors slow this rate of increase, resulting in trends 

in life expectancy being described by a sigmoid curve.

Loschy (1976) points out that while the use of some innovations 

may be beneficial, the use of other innovations may be detrimental in 

terms of increases in the level of life expectancy; these negative ef

fects on life expectancy mav not become apparent for some time. In 

addition, recent demographic research suggests that the age structure of 

mortality is an important methodological factor to be considered when 

examining the rate of increases in life expectancy (Schoen, 1976;

Keyfitz, 1977). As the age structure of mortality becomes more concen

trated, it becomes more difficult to attain large increases in life
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expectancy. The socioeconomic modernization model as derived in Chapter, 

3 takes both of. these factors into account.

Stolnitz (1955), in his classic study of trends in life expec

tancy discussed in Chapter 2, concludes that the two world wars had 

little effect on trends in life expectancy. His conclusion is based on 

comparing the increases in life expectancy between the 1910 fs to 1920*s 

and the 1930's to 1940's to those during the "more normal" 1920’s to 

1930's. But the 1920's to 1930's were not "more normal,” for this was 

the period of the Great Depression. Other demographers (e.g., Preston, 

1970; Retherford, 1975) have also paid little attention to the fact that 

the 1930's were unusual. The socioeconomic modernization model is de

rived assuming that societal crises (i.e., World War I, the Depression, 

and World War II) disrupt the social processes of innovation accumula

tion and use diffusion. The disruption is assumed to affect trends in 

life expectancy in two ways. First it slows down these processes during 

the societal crises, resulting in lower life expectancies; the shock of 

this disruption then results in lower life expectancies in the post- 

societal crisis period than would have been obtained had the societal 

crises not occurred. Both of these effects are incorporated in the 

model through the use of dummy variables. These assumptions are then 

tested empirically through the use of an F test. The results of this 

test, reported in Chapter 4, indicate that Stolnitz is mistaken; the 

effects of the societal crises on life expectancy are significant not 

only in belligerent nations, but in nonbelligerent nations as well.

After testing the appropriateness of including the societal 

crisis parameters in the model, the descriptive power of the model is



evaluated for life expectancy at birth and at age 20. By examining 

plots of the observed life expectancies versus those predicted by the 

socioeconomic model (Figures 4.1—4.10), it is evident that the fit of 

the model to the data is generally quite excellent for the time period 

from 1840 to about 1950. Observed life expectancies in Norway and par

ticularly in Sweden do exhibit some rather substantial deviations from 

those predicted by the model during the 1840's to i860.'s. These devia

tions are a consequence of the differential (international) diffusion 

of technologies (agricultural and industrial preceding public health). 

This conclusion is in agreement with Preston's argument that the impor

tation of technology is not unique to developing nations in the 1930's ; 
Western nations also import technologies. During the 1840's public 

health campaigns began in England and Germany to ameliorate conditions 

in the industrial cities. Sweden was beginning to industrialize at that 

time; but water and sewage systems were unknown in Swedish cities until 

the i860's. For this reason Norway and especially Sweden suffered great

ly from the cholera epidemic of the 1850's. The substantial deviation 

from the model for Swedish life expectancy at age 20 in the 1900*s is 

probably the result of large emigration of healthier young adults during 

this period— a reaction to the economic conditions at that time.

While in general the socioeconomic modernization model also de

scribes post-1950 trends in life expectancy quite well, there are sys

tematic deviations of male life expectancy from those predicted by the 

model in the Netherlands and in the Scandanavian nations. These devia

tions reflect the fact that male life expectancy in these nations 

leveled off rather abruptly and in two nations (the Netherlands and
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Norway) actually declined before leveling off. Changes in mortality 

rates by cause of death between I960 and 1964 indicate that an increase 

in cardiovascular death rates in the Netherlands and Scandanavia is 

primarily responsible for these deviations. As discussed in Chapter 2, 

most demographers accept the conclusion that high cigarette consumption 

is responsible for high cardiovascular death rates among males. After 

examining several relationships between changes in cigarette consumption 

and changes in death rates due to cardiovascular disease, this study 

concludes that there is only moderate support for the conclusion that 

increases in cigarette consumption are responsible for the changes in 

cardiovascular death rates observed internationally and resulting devia

tions from the model. It is suggested instead that while factors such 

as stress, diet, and cigarette consumption may operate at a biological 

level to increase the incidence of cardiovascular and other degenerative 

diseases, medical technology may intervene to compensate for these fac

tors. This explanation of the deviations implies there is less avail

ability and/or use of highly specialized medical technology in the 

Netherlands and Scandanavia than in the other nations considered herein. 

If males in, say, the U.S. and England and Wales changed their diet, 

exercise, and smoking habits in the early 1960*s while males in the 
Netherlands and Scandanavia did not, it is possible that this personal 

rather than medical intervention might account for the international 

pattern of deviations from the model. Alternatively, the international 

variation in the fit of the model among males may be the result of both 

medical and personal intervention.
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A possible respecification of the model, using dummy variables 

in the 1960's and 1970's, is presented in Chapter 4 to improve the fit 

of the model for males. This respecification- is not particularly satis

fying, however, because it lacks theoretical justification. For instance, 

what factors would cause the aforementioned slowdown in the diffusion 

process of medical technology in the Netherlands and Scandanavia? Fur

ther research on the social and economic factors contributing to this 

abrupt leveling off of increases in male life expectancy is needed. In 

the meantime it is possible that by relaxing some of the constraints 

discussed in the appendix, the socioeconomic model may better predict 

male life expectancy in the second half of the twentieth century.

Previous studies using mathematical models to describe trends 

in life expectancy (Hart and Hertz, 1944; Hamblin et al., 1973) give 

little or no attention to the parameter estimates of the models they 

propose. In this study the parameter estimates of the socioeconomic 

modernization model are analyzed in terms of their ability to explain 

trends in life expectancy. Particular attention is given to interna

tional variations in the magnitude of the rate of change in life expec

tancy.

. The analysis of the societal crisis parameters yields three 

significant findings. First of all, the inclusion of these parameters 

significantly improves the fit of the model to the data, indicating 

that societal crises substantially disrupt the underlying processes de

termining life expectancy levels. As mentioned above this conclusion 

is contrary to the one made by Stolnitz. In defense of Stolnitz, the 

present study judges the effects of the societal crises on the basis of



pre- and post-societal crisis trends. Only pre-societal crisis data 

were available to Stolnitz for his study and thus he could not really 

judge the overall effect of these crises. This finding is obviously im

portant for studies in demographic modeling; but other types of demo

graphic studies should also benefit from this finding. For instance, 

Retherford (1975) finds that the sex differential in mortality decreased 

between 1910 and 1930, but he has no explanation for this decrease other 
than that quoted previously, i.e., that "the effects of increases in 

cigarette smoking . . . had not yet begun to be felt by 1930" (1975:

56). This decrease is small in magnitude and may be more a consequence 

of choosing the year 1930--a depression year— than of any underlying 

trends in mortality.

Secondly, estimates of the slowdown in the rate of innovation 

accumulation and use diffusion due to the societal crises indicate that 

belligerent nations experienced larger slowdowns than nonbelligerent 

nations. The estimates of this parameter are generally less than ,10 

in absolute value for nonbelligerent nations but greater than .10 forL
belligerent nations. This finding is significant in light of the fact 

that data for belligerent nations are not available during the World 

Wars. Thus even the spillover effects in the belligerent nations were 

larger than the direct effects of these societal crises in nonbelliger

ent nations.

Thirdly, estimates of the lagged societal crises effects param

eter (a2) tend to be in the predicted direction for life expectancy at 

birth but tend to be in the opposite direction for life expectancy at 

age 20. This parameter is an estimate of the number of decades required
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for life expectancy to reach the level it would have obtained at the 

time of most rapid increase had the societal crises not occurred. It 

was originally assumed that estimates of this parameter would be 

positive and thus levels of life expectancy in the post-societal crisis 

period would be lower than those predicted by pre-societal crisis trends. 

While this is generally the case for life expectancy at birth, many 

(50%) of the estimates are negative for life expectancy at age 20,
Levels of life expectancy are therefore actually higher than expected 

in the post-societal crisis period in these nations for adult life ex

pectancy. The sign of the estimate often varies by sex with a nation. 

Adult males in all nations except England and Wales, Finland, the U.S., 

and Italy have negative estimates of ag while adult females have nega

tive estimates in Finland, Norway, Switzerland, and the U.S.

The significance of this third finding is both methodological 

and theoretical. The methodological significance lies in the fact that 

the model is sensitive enough to detect trends which were not originally 

anticipated. The theoretical significance lies in the explanation of 

the occurrence of the negative estimates for adult life expectancy. 

Preston’s (1976:42-44) research on changes in the cause of death struc

ture of mortality is used to explain the occurrence of these estimates 

at a biological level. This biological explanation, in turn, has impor-
f

tant theoretical ramifications for the debate over whether or not the 

underlying determinants of trends in life expectancy in developed na

tions differ from those in developing nations. If the underlying deter

minants are the same, then the socioeconomic modernization model should
i ' ' •

also describe trends in life expectancy in developing nations.
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Preston examines whether the decline in mortality rates due to 

infectious and parasitic diseases was a continuous process over the pe

riod 1900 to 19-64 or an abrupt occurrence during the post World War II 

period (after the invention of sulfa drugs and other antibiotics). Con

trolling for mortality level from all causes and for regional composi

tion in his "world" data, Preston’s calculations indicate there was not 

an abrupt decline in certain infectious and parasitic diseases of child

hood. Respiratory tuberculosis, however, did decline abruptly in the 

post-World War II period, as did maternal mortality and (among males) 

influenza/bronchitis/pneumonia. Since tuberculosis and maternal mor

tality are primarily causes of death of young adults and influenza/bron

chitis/pneumonia is an important cause of death among the elderly, these 

abrupt declines in adult infectious diseases explain the negative ag 

estimates obtained for life expectancy at age 20.
The theoretical significance Of these negative estimates, then, 

is that developed as well as developing nations experienced substantial 

declines in mortality from infectious diseases in the post-World War II 

period as a result of medical technologies, "[b]ut the technologies were 

not, for the most part, indigenously developed by countries in either 

group" (Preston, 1976:81). That is, both developed and developing na

tions imported technology in the post-war period. The age group pri

marily affected by the technologies and the nature of the imported 

technology did, however, differ in developed and developing nations.

1While the abrupt change rather than a linear change explanation 
is the preferred explanation for decreases in the male tuberculosis 
death rate, it is not as clear whether this is the preferred explanation 
for the decline in female tuberculosis death rates.
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International variations in the sign of estimates of ag for 

adult males is largely due to increases in other causes of death, par

ticularly cardiovascular diseases and neoplasms, which counteracted the 

abrupt decreases in the above causes of death„ The fact that the U.S., 

Finland, Italy, and England and Wales have the highest age-standardized 

death rates due to cardiovascular disease of the nations considered 

herein is supporting evidence for this explanation. While the positive 

estimates obtained for adult females in France, Italy, and Sweden may 

be artifactual (see p. 96), there appears to be no general explanation 
for the positive estimates obtained in Denmark, England and Wales, and 

the Netherlands other than they indicate the lagged (negative) effects 

of the societal crises.

The remaining parameters of the socioeconomic modernization 

model define the slope of the curve which describes what trends in life 

expectancy would have been had the societal crises not occurred. Recall 

that Stolnitz (1955) compares gains in life expectancy in South-Central- 

Eastern Europe (SCEE) with those in Western European nations when the 

latter were at comparable stages of vital history— i.e., at comparable 

levels of mortality. He finds that life expectancy in SCEE generally 

increased at a faster rate than in the West, At all ages female life 

expectancy in SCEE increased at a rate as large if not larger than the 

highest rate of increase in the West. Males in SCEE experienced a 

similarly rapid rate of increase for life expectancy at birth, but gains 

in male life expectancy at ages 15 to 60 were distributed throughout the 
range of gains in the West. Finland was an exception to these
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conclusions in.that it was the only nation to have consistently smaller 

gains in life expectancy for both males and females.

In this study there are no consistent regional differences in 

the magnitude of the slope, and the differences that are observed are 

not entirely consistent across age-sex categories. The analysis of in

ternational variations in the slope of the socioeconomic modernization 

model (ignoring the effects of the societal crises) is somewhat compa

rable to that of Stolnitz in that the rate of increase is compared at 

comparable stages of vital history. Here, however, stage of vital his

tory is defined as the period of most rapid increase. This alternative 

definition of vital stage in history leads to different conclusions than 

what one would expect in these data on the basis of Stolnitz' analysis. 

The slope of trends in life expectancy at birth for both males and fe

males is significantly larger in England and Wales and Finland than in 

the other nations considered herein. For life expectancy at age 20, 

only Finland has a significantly larger slope for males and only England 

and Wales for females.

Preston (1976:80-81) prefers to compare gains in life expectancy 

at equivalent points in time rather than at equivalent levels of mor

tality. It is not possible to make international comparisons of the 

rate of increase at equivalent points in time using the parameters of 

the socioeconomic modernization model, unless the estimates of the point 

of inflection of the curve happen to be about equal in two or more na

tions. Then a comparison of slopes is comparable to Preston's approach. 

In general the estimates of the point of inflection are quite variable 

across nations.
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The analysis of the female to male ratio of slopes (again ignor

ing the effects of the societal crises) indicates there were few sex dif

ferences in the predicted rate of increase in life expectancy during the 

period of most rapid increase. While sex differences occur more fre

quently for life expectancy at age 20, these differences do not always 

favor females. The estimates of the individual parameters defining the 

slope help to explain the factors contributing to these sex differences 

in the rate of increase.

Females generally have slightly lower rates of innovation usage 

than males, but females appear to have a higher usage than males of in

novations which do not have negative feedback effects, particularly in 

the twentieth century. This differential usage in types of innovations 

is a consequence of culturally defined sex roles. - To the extent to 

which rationalization of sex roles is part of the spread of rationality, 

the higher rates of increase in female adult life expectancy than in 

male adult life expectancy are a consequence of the cultural dimension 

of the socioeconomic process.

The two instances in which the sex ratio favors males (the U.S. 

and Finland) appear to be due to a much higher rate of innovation usage 

among males than among females in the decade before the first defined 

societal crisis. This rapid rate of innovation usage among males in 

the U.S. and Finland is a consequence of the amelioration of conditions 

which had previously supported high death rates from violence (includ

ing war-related violence) and/or industrial accidents. Thus the sex 

ratios favoring males are more a consequence of the structural
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dimension of the socioeconomic modernization process than of the cul

tural dimension.

While the parameters of the model are useful in examining sex 

differences in the predicted rate of increase during the period of most 

rapid increase (at the point of inflection), it is not possible to ex

amine changes in sex differences in the rate of increase over time 

using the parameters of the model.

No attempt has been made in this study to compare the descrip

tive ability of the socioeconomic modernization model with that of al

ternative models of trends in life expectancy. In an analysis not 

reported herein, the four parameter logistic model proposed by Hart and 

Hertz (1944) was fit to the data used in this dissertation. Compared 

to the .four parameter socioeconomic modernization model (i.e., with no 

societal crisis parameters estimated), there were few differences in 

the R^'s of the two models. But the societal crisis parameters signif

icantly improve the fit of the socioeconomic modernization model. The 

question remains, then, whether or not a logistic model which includes 

societal crisis parameters would describe trends in life expectancy 

just as well as the socioeconomic modernization model examined herein.

It probably would in these data, but is the inclusion of societal crisis 

parameters in the logistic model justifiable substantively? Hamblin et 

al. (1973) demonstrate that social change resulting from the perfection 
of a single innovation is described by a logistic model. If this pro

cess of social change can be disrupted by societal crises, then it would 

appear that the underlying process is in fact a cross-fertilization 

process of innovation accumulation rather than the perfection of a
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single innovation. In that case the socioeconomic modernization model 

should be the preferred model since it assumes a cross-fertilization 

innovation accumulation process underlies trends in life expectancy. 

Another theoretical attraction of the socioeconomic modernization model 

is that it does not require trends in life expectancy be symmetric, as 

does the logistic model.

The research on trends in life expectancy reported in this study 

should not be considered complete. This study demonstrates the feasi

bility of the model in terms of its ability to describe and explain 

trends in life expectancy. This study also suggests areas that need 

further research, such as respecifications of the model to improve its 

ability to describe recent trends in adult male life expectancy, and 

the need to test the generality of the model by evaluating its ability 

to describe trends in life expectancy in developing nations. In addi

tion, there are more complex issues that need to be examined in future 

research. For instance, this study has only examined trends in life 

expectancy at birth and at age 20. Other analyses conducted by this 

researcher suggest the model describes trends in life expectancy at age 

40 and age 60 equally well. It should therefore be possible to derive 

a single model that simultaneously describes trends in life expectancy 

over time and age categories. Future research might also examine the 

parameters of the model in different subpopulations (e.g., race, class) 

to determine if the parameters of the model obtained for a given popula

tion group are an additive function of the parameters obtained for the 

subpopulations considered individually.



APPENDIX A

DUMMY VARIABLE CONSTRUCTION AND MECHANICS 
OF THE SOCIETAL CRISIS PARAMETERS'

Dummy Variable Construction 

In the derivation of Equation 14 dummy, variables were introduced 

to account for the effect of societal crises on the rate of change in 

life expectancy. The dummy variable D1 indicates the occurrence of a 

societal crisis; thus D1 should take the value one during World Wars I 

and II and the Great Depression and should take the value zero at all 

other time periods. Officially World War I occurred between 1914 and 

1919 (1917 and 1919 for the U.S.), while World War II occurred between 

1939 and 1945 (1941 and 1945 for the U.S.). The Great Depression reached 

its peak in the early 1930's, The dummy variable D2 was introduced into 

the modernization model to account for lagged effects of societal crises. 

D2 should thus take the value zero until the end of World War I and take■ - 1

the value one thereafter.

Data are not available for the official periods of World Wars 

I and II in belligerent nations. If war effects were confined to war 

years alone, this missing data problem would act as a self-adjusting 

control for war effects. However, it is very likely that the effects of 

war on life expectancy are not confined to times of official war. Con

ditions which reduce civilian life expectancy during war time continue 

to have effects for some time after the cessation of hostilities. Ex

amples of conditions that reduce life expectancy are food supply and
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distribution problems and the temporary focus of medical innovation on
1the treatment of trauma rather than disease. To control for these 

spillover effects, war time dummy variables include years up to 1923 
for World War I and 1948 for World War II.

Dummy variables are used in neutral nations for similar reasons.

The modernization model was first fit to the data with D1 and 

D2 defined as above. The construction of D1 and D2 was then varied to 

include surrounding data points. Although the proportionate reduction 

in the residual sum of squares from one dummy variable construction to 

another is often substantial, it is not possible to test whether this 

reduction is statistically significant since the degrees of freedom are 

the same for all constructions. The dummy variable construction which 

resulted in the minimum residual sum of squares was used in this analy- 

sis (see Table A.1). Variations in the "preferred" dummy variable 

constructions may well be due to random variation, and therefore pos

sible explanations of these variations will not be offered.

Alternative dummy variable constructions may also produce sub

stantial variations in the estimates of the societal crisis parameters 

kg and ag. In particular, the sign of one or both of the societal 

crisis parameter estimates may change with alternative dummy variable

1Since Stolhitz examined increases in life expectancy in bel
ligerent nations during the 1910’s to 1920’s and during the 1930's to 
1940’s to determine the effects of the world wars using the same data 
as is used herein, he made the same assumptions, if only implicitly.

2If a particular dummy variable construction resulted in unrea
sonably large asymptotic parameter variances, the construction was not 
judged "preferred" and was not included in the analysis, regardless of 
that construction's reduction in the residual sum of squares.
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Table A.I. Construction of the Dummy Variables D1 and D2 in Equation
17 for Trends in Life Expectancy at Birth and at Age 20
By Nation.

Time Period When D2 Changes 
Time Periods When D1 = 1 in Value from 0 to 1

Life Life Life Life
Expectancy Expectancy Expectancy Expectancy

Nation at Birth at Age 20 at Birth . at Age 20

Denmark

England and Wales

Finland

France

Italy

Netherlands

Norway

Sweden

1911-1915
1916-1920
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1940
1941-1945

1920-1922
1930-1932

1936
1937

1931-1940 
1941-1945

1920-1923 
1928-1933 
1933-1938

1921
1931
1936a

1921-1930 
1931-1940

1911-1921
1921-1931
1931-1941

1911-1915
1916-1920
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1940

1911-1915
1916-1920
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1940
1941-1945

1920-1922
1930-1932,

1936
1937

1931-1940 
1941-1945

1920-1923 
1928-1933 
1933-1938

1921
1931
1936a

1910-1920a
1921-1930 
1931-1940

1921-1931
1931-1941

1911-1915
1916-1920
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1940

1916-1920 1916-1920

1948

1928-1933a 
1946-I949b

1931

1948

1941-1945 1941-1945

1928-1933a
1946-1949b

1931

1931-1940 1921-1930
1931-1940b

1921-1931 1931-1941

1916-1920 1916-1920
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Table A.1, Continued

Time Periods When D1 = 1
Time Period When D2 Changes 

in Value from 0 to 1

Life Life Life Life
Expectancy Expectancy Expectancy Expectancy

Nation at Birth at Age 20 at Birth at Age 20

Switzerland 1920-1921
1921-1930
1931-1940

1920-19211921-1930
1931-1940

1921-1930 1921-1930

United States 1929-1931
1939-1941

I9l9-1921b
1929-1931
1939-19411948b

1939-1941 1929-1931b 
1939-1941a

Denotes the time period applies only to female life expectancy. 
Denotes the time period applies only to male life expectancy.



constructions. The sign of the estimates is particularly susceptible . 

to variations in the dummy variable constructions relative to World War 

I. To understand why this is the case, one must first understand the 

mechanics of the societal crisis parameters. Italian male life expec

tancy at age 20 will be used as an illustration.

Mechanics of the Societal Crisis Parameters

The full modernization model of Equation 17 is actually the com-
°s °posite of four inverse Gompertz equations with the parameters eY , e„ f ,> o

, and a^ constrained to be equal in all four equations. These four 

equations may be expressed (in integrated form) as

o% o% o
ex,t = ex-(ex-ex,t )exP£exP£“k ia iJ]exp[-exp[k.j(t-a.1)]] (25)

O# Og o
ex,t = ex~^ex-ex,t )exp[exp[-(ki+kg)a^]]exp[-exp[(ki+kg)

(t—a •]) ] ] (26)
o$ 9

ex,t = ex’(ex"ex,t )GxP[exp[-(ki+kg)(aj+a2)]]exp[-exp[(ki+kg)
(t—(a^+ag))]] (27)

O o o
®x,t = )exp[exp[-ki(ai+a2)]]exp[-exp[ki(t-

(a^+ag))]] (28)

Each of these equations accurately predicts values of life expectancy 

for only a particular time period. Which equation accurately predicts 

life expectancy in a given time period is governed by the values of 

the dummy variables D1 and D2 in Equation 17.
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Presocietal crisis trends in life expectancy are predicted by

Equation 25 when D1 and D2 are both defined as zero. Equation 25 is

thus referred to as the reference curve.^

Equation 26 predicts the value of life expectancy during the

first societal crisis defined via the dummy variable D1 (e.g., when D1

is one and D2 is zero). If D1 is first set to one in the World War I

period and kg is non-zero, Equation 26 assumes that the reference curve

either under- or over-predicts the "true" value of life expectancy in

the 1920*5. The reference curve must therefore be adjusted to predict

the "true" value of life expectancy in the World War I period. Given

that the value of life expectancy at t^(e f ) and at positive infinityu x, u0
° fy(e„) are constrained, the only way to adjust the reference curve is 

through protraction or contraction along the time axis. Either of these 

adjustments results in a change in the rate of increase in life expec

tancy from that described by the reference curve. Negative estimates of 

kg clearly indicate a slowdown in the rate of increase through protrac

tion of the reference curve. But since the adjusted curve must belong 

to the same family of curves as that of the reference curve, i.e., left- 

skewed sigmoid curves, there is a limit to how much the reference curve 

can be protracted. In particular, the change in the rate of increase

■3JDue to the constraints mentioned above, estimates of k^ and 
a.j are not independent of estimates of the societal crisis parameters 
kg and ag and vice versa. Nonetheless, the phrase "trends in life ex
pectancy ignoring the effects of the societal crisis" is often used in 
this dissertation in lieu of the term "reference curve." This phrase . 
refers to the fact that Equation 25 does not minimize the effects of the 
societal crises, as does the basic model' of Equation 20, nor does it 
explicitly take these effects into account as do Equations 26 and 27.
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cannot be larger than the rate of increase of the reference curve; other

wise the adjusted curve would belong to the family of negative exponen

tial curves.^ Once the limit to protraction is reached, the reference 

curve must then be adjusted through contraction. Positive estimates of 

kg are obtained under these conditions. Thus positive estimates of kg 

also indicate a slowdown in the rate of increase in life expectancy from 

that predicted by the reference curve. In fact, as should be obvious 

from the preceding discussion, positive kg estimates indicate a relative

ly larger slowdown in the rate of increase than negative kg estimates.

The altered rate of increase in life expectancy due to the kg parameter 

does not reflect the slope during the societal crises however; it is 

the rate of increase of the curve describing what trends in life expec

tancy would have had to have been in order to predict the observed 

value of life expectancy during the first societal crisis.

If D1 is first set to one during the Depression, it is assumed 

that the reference curve accurately predicts life expectancy in the 

1920’s but inaccurately predicts life expectancy in the 1930’s. The 

reference curve is therefore not adjusted to predict the World War I 

value of life expectancy, but is adjusted to predict the 1930’s value. 
Furthermore, the reference curve itself varies with alternative con

structions of the dummy variables. For instance, the estimate of k^ 

when D 1 is first defined as one in the World War I period differs from 

that obtained when D1 is first defined as one in the Depression. Then

4Actually, the constraint that k-j + kg be greater than zero is 
too liberal a constraint. Once the reference curve is protracted to 
the point of symmetry, the adjusted curve becomes a member of the family 
of logistic curves, and then Equation 17 is not estimable.
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when the Depression is the first defined societal crisis, kg will be 

positive or negative depending on the magnitude of the Depression ef

fect relative to the estimate of obtained for this dummy variable 

construction. The sign of the societal crisis parameters may thus 

change with alternative dummy variable constructions because of changes 

in the estimates of the reference curve parameters with alternative 

dummy variable constructions and because of the magnitude of the ef

fects of the individual societal crises may vary.

In the case of Italian male life expectancy at age 20, when D1 
is first set to one in 1921, the reference curve has a slope of 2.0 and 
the reference curve must be contracted to predict life expectancy in 

1921. When D1 is first set to one in 1931, the reference curve has a 

slope of 1.4, and it must be protracted to predict the 1931 value of life 

expectancy. The estimate of kg is therefore positive in the former in

stance (.56) but negative in the latter (-.05).

Equation 27 predicts the values of life expectancy during soci

etal crises other than the first. Since kg and ag are both included 

(i.e., D1 and D2 are both defined as one in Equation 17), Equation 27 

adjusts the reference curve for the immediate effects of one societal 

crisis as well as the lagged effects of one or more previous societal 

crises. Technically, the ag parameter in Equation 27 adjusts Equation 

26 in the same manner that the kg parameter of Equation 26 adjusts the 

reference curve— through protraction or contraction. But unlike the kg 

parameter, the addition of a2 to the equation actually has little effect 
on estimates of the slope; a2 merely stretches or contracts the "tails" 
of the curve without changing the slope of the curve during the period
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of most rapid increase. It is therefore sufficient to say that ag mere

ly shifts the curve right or left. Positive estimates of ag shift the 

curve to the right, resulting in lower predicted values of life expec

tancy than would be obtained by the unshifted curve; negative estimates 

of shift the curve to the left, resulting in higher predicted values 

of life expectancy. During the period when Equation 27 is used to pre

dict values of life expectancy, the adjusted reference Curve is shifted 

right or left by the ag parameter. During the period when Equation 28 

is used to predict values of life expectancy (i.e., during post-societal 

crisis periods when D1 is zero and D2 is one), the reference curve is 

shifted right or left by the ag parameter.

Due to the large number of data points during the post-societal 

crisis period relative to that during the occurrence of the societal 

crisis, it might appear that estimates of ag should not, be greatly af

fected by alternative dummy variable constructions. But since post- 

societal crisis values of life expectancy are predicted by the shifted 

reference curve and the parameters of the reference curve are sensitive 

to alternative dummy variable constructions as discussed above, esti

mates of ag are also sensitive to these alternative constructions. For 

example, in the case of Italian male life expectancy at age 20, when D1 

is first set to one in 1921, the values of life expectancy predicted by 
the reference curve during the post-societal crisis period are higher 

than the observed values; thus the reference curve must be shifted to 

the right in order to accurately predict post-societal crises life expec

tancies and estimates of ag are positive. But when D1 is first set to 

one in 1931, the reference curve under-predicts the observed values of
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life expectancy in the post-societal crisis period and estimates of ag 

are therefore negative. In general, the estimate of ag may be either 

positive or-negative when the estimate of kg is negative; but when the 

estimate of kg is positive, the estimate of a2 must also be positive.
This constraint on the estimate of ag when the estimate of kg is positive 

is empirical rather than inherent in the model. It arises from the 

fact that the reference curve consistently over-predicts post-societal 

crisis values in life expectancy in these data when the reference curve 

must be contracted to predict the value of life expectancy during the 

first societal crisis.
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